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ABSTRACT 
 The great recession of the late 2000’s amplified a decline in mainline Protestant 
church revenue impacting ministry roles, programming, and missional capability. Trends 
towards socially conscious corporate business and historical monastic for-profit business 
in Western Europe serve as practical and theological entry points for how mainline 
Protestant churches might experiment with alternative revenue sources to withstand market 
swings and declining giving. The thesis argues that establishing ecclesial for-profit 
businesses, such as a BBQ restaurant in partnership with the First Baptist Church of 
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Introduction: Considering Post-Christian Revenue Sources 
 
 Near the height of the great recession of the late 2000’s I sat in the conference room 
of my workplace—an urban, mainline, Cooperative Baptist Fellowship-associated 
congregation, with 800+ membership and an annual operating budget of two-million 
dollars. As a staff minister I was asked to attend the urgent meeting called by the church 
finance committee. To begin the meeting the chairperson announced steep cuts to staff 
health-care plans, reductions to ministry program budgets, and a warning of the potential 
for devastating effects of the recession on church giving. Eliminating staff positions was 
not off the table along with ending effective ministry programs. Given that sizable churches 
require significant amounts of operational capital, the finance committee’s immediate 
focus was institutional maintenance.   
 During the tense meeting, a question was asked by a staff minister as to whether 
there was an alternative to budgeted funds for the ministry programs? In other words, might 
the individual ministry programs such as the youth or children’s ministries1 form a small 
business or fundraise to replace the loss of funds. The chairperson, a knowledgeable 
business leader and president of a local bank, offered two responses to this proposal: 
pursuing revenue through alternative means could negatively affect church revenue since 
 
1  The children’s ministry of the case-study congregation holds a bi-annual children’s 
clothing consignment sale as a fundraiser to support the children’s ministry. However, the 
business concept in question in the initial case-study is not a seasonal fundraiser but an 
effort to form an on-going for-profit business to support the congregation and broader 
ministry program.  
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members might choose to patron the business instead of tithe to the church; secondly, he 
was unaware of any churches who consistently raised capital or revenue through means 
beyond tithes and offerings—and, therefore, the implied answer was no. Curious to this 
idea, I revisited the concept with the finance chairperson in a one-on-one setting. He 
acknowledged the idea was interesting and said if I could find a successful example of a 
church raising revenue beyond tithes and offerings—such that revenue was not dependent 
on member donations—he would reconsider his decision. From that conversation, my 
creative energies were thrust into what would ten-years later become the motivation for the 
questions and research at the heart of this project: Are there alternative church revenue 
sources beyond tithes and offerings that might withstand market swings while also 
preserving congregational giving? Might I find examples of an alternative revenue source 
already at work in faith communities global and local, which could provide working 
ecclesial models and inspiration for financially struggling or pro-active churches? 
 
Defining the Contextual Problem: Downward Trends 
 It’s no secret that mainline Baptists congregations in the American south are 
experiencing a decline in membership and as reported among congregations of all-sizes a 
decline in budget-size and ministry program capacities. A recent Pew Forum study supports 
this narrative showing a continued decline (-3.4% between 2007-2014) in mainline 
Protestant church attendance and membership as well as a significant rise, up to 25% of all 
Americans, in the number of persons identifying as “none” (who are neither spiritual nor 
religious)—although, admittedly, this number is less significant among mainline 
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protestants in my context of the American rural south—but even in the “bible belt’’ that 
figure is rising.2 Christopher B. James, Associate Professor of Evangelism and Missional 
Christianity at the University of Dubuque Theological Seminary, highlights the broader 
decline in church attendance from the General Social Survey, which indicates that “weekly 
church attendance [has] fallen steadily in the United States since 1972, dropping from 
28.5% of the population to 17.5% in 2014.”3 Further, among younger millennials (born 
1990-1996), the downtrend is alarming: only 10% of all mainline protestant churches are 
composed of younger millennials while Baby Boomers and Gen-X’ers comprise 61% of 
all mainline regular attendees. 4  Whether younger millennials will return to mainline 
protestant churches in greater numbers later in life is a topic for debate, but the trend 
doesn’t appear favorable for maintaining mainline Protestant status quo in terms of 
ministry capacity and budget-size.  
 Following the downtrend in membership and attendance is the expected decline in 
giving through tithes and offerings in many congregations not excluding the long-term 
effects of fiscal consequences on ministry programs as a result of the “great recession.” 
The evidence is clear: overall giving to churches is down from 50 percent to 32 percent 
 
2Pew Forum, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” last updated May 2015, 
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/. 
 
3 Christopher B. James, Church Planting in Post-Christian Soil (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2018), 23-24.  
 
4Pew Forum, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” Generational Cohort, Last 





since 1990.5  And yet, overall charitable giving to secular and religious non-profits is 
trending upwards in the same time span. Likewise, many large mainline Baptist churches 
in the American south, such as those in the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, were once 
afforded luxuries of million-dollar pipe organs, professional office suites, and state-of-the-
art family life gymnasiums now struggle to pay monthly utility bills and maintain 
property. 6  Parishes once thriving under a cadre of professionally-seminary trained 
ministers now seek to hire bi-vocational young graduates willing but not always able to 
work for “on-the-job” experience rather than a living wage.7  Given these trends, the 
mainline Baptist church (i.e. Cooperative Baptist Fellowship and American Baptist groups 
in my context) finds itself in a “wicked” or complex missional and ecclesial predicament.  
 A “wicked problem” or predicament, a term created by design theorists Horst Rittel 
and Melvin Webber in 1973 to draw attention to the complexities and 
challenges of addressing social policy problems such as poverty, immigration, and 
healthcare, is a problem that does not have a definitive formulation and is difficult or nearly 
 
5 Alina Tugend, “Donations to Religious Institutions Fall as Values Change,” New York 
Times, November 3, 2016.  
 
6 Yonat Shimron, “Downtown Church Forges New Path When It Decides to Tear Down 




7 David R. Wheeler, “High Calling, Lower Wages: The Collapse of the Middle Class 






impossible to solve because it involves a matrix of causes in flux. 8 Applying this term to 
complex problems in the ecclesial sphere such as declining American religiosity and 
shrinking mainline Protestantism points to the fact that proposed solutions to these 
problems are neither simple nor final. Baylor University Provost and theologian, L. 
Gregory Jones notes, “Wicked problems typically have multiple dimensions, so that if you 
work on only one aspect of the problem, it creates new problems in other aspects.” Thus, 
any and all proposed solutions to revenue and growth issues are muddled by the reality of 
interweaving socio-economic, historic, political, local, national and global interpersonal 
differences, which inherently intersect in faith communities. Proposing a solution to the 
complicated problems of declining church attendance and giving will inevitably create a 
ripple effect of new conversations and problems to solve. Nevertheless, as Jones notes, 
“We need innovative experiments that can help find generative solutions to those wicked 
problems, coming at things from different and often surprising angles.”9 Therefore, given 
that the problems in American mainline Protestantism are “wicked” by nature (but 
requiring innovative experiments towards church spiritual and financial growth in the 
future), the stage is set to propose one specific solution of many possible solutions to the 
contextual problem, asking: Might a creative, transformative alternative to traditional 
church revenue sources provide growth in ministry program capability and long-term 
church attendance? Could new modes of church revenue be mutually beneficial to the 
 
8H.W. Rittel and M.M. Weber, "Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning," Policy 
Sciences Journal, 4, no. 2, (1973): 155-169. 
 
9 L. Gregory Jones, Christian Social Innovation: Renewing Wesleyan Witness (Nashville, 
TN: Abingdon Press, 2016), 9-10. 
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church and local community? And, are there assets owned by these financially wary or pro-
active churches, which could be used to transform “wicked” circumstances? 
 
Market-Based Alternative to Traditional Church Revenue Streams 
 With the contextual problem identified, it remains to be said: there are proactive 
but also reactive (the loss of an asset without replacement) solutions to long-term mainline 
Protestant church financial struggles or “wicked problems.” The reactive scenarios include 
selling property and held assets, reducing the number of staff positions or employee 
benefits, issuing bonds, ending expensive ministry programs; or, in exhausting all other 
options, “closing the church doors.” This project assumes that constructive and proactive 
options are healthy alternatives to reactive scenarios but not exclusive means to ensure 
mainline Protestant spiritual, financial and membership growth.  
 While this project envisions a creative and market-based solution to increasing 
church revenue and thereby enlarging or preserving church ministry capacity, it’s 
important to issue a word of theological warning from the outset. Any proposed solution 
to “wicked problems” from a revenue standpoint should not take priority to the necessary 
work of faith within the congregation (i.e. an assumption that a market-based solution to 
revenue growth is in any way a substitute for the broader mission of God and the work of 
the Spirit in congregational development). Any effort to raise revenue should be centered 
within the larger mission of God and the vocational work of the congregation.  
 For example, highlighting below a prescriptive faith practice of the first-century 
church helps us to see their theological priority for raising revenue and assets by an 
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alternative means (by way of communal sharing) was proclaiming the resurrection of 
Christ: “Now the whole group of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no 
one claimed private ownership of any possessions, but everything they owned was held in 
common. 33 With great power the apostles gave their testimony to the resurrection of the 
Lord Jesus, and great grace was upon them all. 34 There was not a needy person among 
them…” (Acts 4:32-34a, NRSV). In other words, authentic efforts to increase or maintain 
revenue and ministry capacity flow from the congregation’s experience of God’s grace to 
the desire to share and proclaim God’s grace with the world. Their motivation was not 
fiscal growth for growth’s sake (or, greed) but the enactment of grace in the world as the 
mission of God in Christ.  
 Therefore, this project is admittedly but one proposal for mainline Protestant 
churches who desire to increase revenue towards their ministry impact. Other approaches 
or models might include spiritual renewal campaigns or creative initiatives to broaden the 
congregation’s vision for the mission of God in the local or global community; or, 
membership growth campaigns which might increase revenue as an aftereffect. Further 
work towards increasing ministry scope and capacity might include church-wide spiritual 
renewal retreats, targeted evangelism, stewardship campaigns with a spiritual emphasis, 
themed congregational bible studies, local neighborhood mission projects, sharing in a 
long-term project with another church or ministry group, merging multiple congregations 
into one faith community, long-term investment in a missions or ministry endowment, re-
tooling volunteers through training initiatives, innovative age-based small groups, or 
experimenting with new ministry programs or outreach efforts that require little financial 
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means. Again, new efforts to increase church revenue are but one part of the whole work 
of the Spirit; the congregational motivation should always flow from testimony of God’s 
grace to their impact for God in the world.  
 With that said, some near-term institutional solutions to expanding congregational 
ministry scope and impact with increased revenue might include: establishing an LLC 
(limited liability company) as a for-profit business to offer a good or service to the local 
neighborhood, renting unused church building space to private or public entities, reducing 
building energy consumption, inventorying and re-purposing physical, financial and 
relational assets, and/or revisioning staff positions as multi-purpose positions. Each of 
these constructive strategies offers the possibility of maintaining institutional operation 
while proposing a means to raise revenue or reduce expenses towards channeling revenue 
for ministry purposes. Of these constructive proposals, this project aims to demonstrate 
how establishing a for-profit business such as a southern BBQ (also known as barbecue, 
barbeque or Que)10 restaurant might transform a local mainline Protestant church and local 
neighborhood both spiritually and financially.  
 The reader might ask, “Why a BBQ restaurant?” Section two of the thesis explores 
this question in greater detail but, generally speaking, BBQ is a social food that fosters 
community and it is deeply embedded in southern culture. BBQ is also a low-overhead 
business for churches who possess few marketable or physical assets. According to CHD 
 
10 For seven years, alongside my full-time congregational work as a Baptist minister, I have 
owned and operated a small BBQ catering LLC and an award-winning BBQ competition 




Experts, the leading restaurant and hospitality research organization in the United States, 
BBQ is one of the fastest growing restaurant-food trends in America.11 The top five states 
comprising the largest share of independent BBQ Restaurants are currently in the southern 
US: Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, Texas, and Tennessee with North Carolina, Florida 
and South Carolina not far behind. Wood-smoked pulled-pork, brisket, ribs, sausage, and 
hand-chopped pork BBQ and the historic mainline Protestant church in the south are both 
institutional “staples” in the American south and therefore serve as excellent partners for a 
mainline church for-profit business experiment.  
 
Introducing Ethical and Theological Concerns 
 Knowing there are delicate theological questions on the topic of money and faith, I 
am not unaware of the theological pitfalls of uttering “profit” and “parish” in the same 
breath. A clear and well-founded argument is necessary to build a case for how institutions 
of profit and prayer might not be mutually exclusive. As L. Gregory Jones notes, “…faith 
[in practice] is not held at a distance from the activities of life but is instead its vital force, 
providing the imagination, passion, and commitment that leads to transformation.”12 Thus, 
the goal of the research and, ultimately, the practical project is two-fold: to articulate a 
practical, faith-centered rationale for a congregational revenue source notwithstanding 
tithes and offering; and, secondly, to establish a for-profit BBQ restaurant and ministry 
 
11 “2019 BBQ Restaurant Data,” CHD Experts, accessed April 12, 2019,  
https://www.chd-expert.com/products/foodservice-data/chd-find/. 
 
12 Jones, Christian Social Innovation, 11.  
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partnership with First Baptist Church, Raleigh, North Carolina. Further, the thesis aims to 
describe the theological implications within the relationship of for-profit business to the 
mainline Protestant church, highlight the well-established tradition of for-profit business 
as means of faith and revenue in church history, offer an explanation as to why for-profit 
businesses are preferable to non-profit models; and, to call attention to the growing trend 
of creative for-profit businesses emerging from churches across the United States whose 
stories might benefit all mainline congregations with a desire to increase revenue and 
innovate ministry programs.  
 Highlighting my denominational background here, a shared narrative among 
mainline Baptist churches (and many mainline Protestant churches generally) speaks to an 
engrained ethical and theological skepticism towards free-market capitalism.13 Inherent to 
their mission, many 20th century mainline Baptist southern pulpits preached against the 
woes of American capitalism denouncing its bent towards individualism, materialism, 
hyper-consumerism, a winner-take-all mindset, and corporate profit-taking at the expense 
of marginalizing the economic poor and broader global well-being. For much of the 20th 
century, mainline-liberal Baptist pulpits echoed the social gospel of Walter Rauschenbusch 
and the social, liberal theology of preachers such as Harry Emerson Fosdick and William 
Sloane Coffin. Mainline liberal Baptists defined their prophetic message against growing 
 
13 Capitalism is also referred to as the “…free-market economy,” and is the “uninhibited 
functioning” of a market for goods and services. For a definition of capitalism set in the 
context of postmodernity and faith see, Daniel M. Bell, Jr, The Economy of Desire: 
Christianity and Capitalism in a Postmodern World (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 




social ills and the hyper-individualistic system that caused them; leaving little room for the 
church to provide leadership from within the system. American capitalism and the mainline 
liberal Baptist church as social and economic institutions were mutually exclusive—albeit 
the church was and continues to be innately dependent on the capitalist system by way of 
gifts and donations from financially successful members.14  
 Revisiting the fiscal reality of mainline Baptist churches as well as an increasing 
number of declining (in budget and membership) mainline protestant parishes, an objective 
observer might ask if it’s time for the mainline church to re-evaluate its role in local 
economies and re-imagine itself as a beacon for free-market theological and ethical 
leadership. Notably, a “new” stance, as noted in Nimi Wariboko’s essay, “The Global 
Roots of the Financial Industry,” would not be a historic shift to an innovative ecclesial 
model or ethical system but rather a return to, “the moral core of modern financial thinking” 
as it emerged from historical Judeo-Christian as well as biblical and theological 
Reformation thought.15 Wariboko lays out a solid argument from Christian theological 
history for why the modern financial system arose not only out of a need/want for the 
material but most significantly within a world shaped by belief in benevolent providence 
moving history towards a goal, albeit an often unpredictable path.16 Over time, society’s 
 
14 Bill J. Leonard, Baptists in America (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007), 
33ff.  
 
15 Nimi Wariboko, “The Moral Roots of the Global Financial Industry,” in Public 
Theology for a Global Society, Essays in Honor of Max Stackhouse, ed. Deirdre King 
Hainsworth and Scott R. Paeth (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 2010), 52.  
 
16 Wariboko, 72-73.  
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confidence in the unseen telos of the future was expressed in global economics as a trust 
(faith) in market participation, which would be rewarded in the future. Thus, Christian 
theology and its affective worldview pre-and post-Reformation (from Augustine and 
Aquinas to Calvin and Luther) weighed heavily on the emergence of the modern financial 
system as the forces of supply and demand mirrored the subtle, “invisible hand” of 
providence in the world.  
 Therefore, in as much as modern capitalism emerged within a Judeo-Christian 
theological framework, might the church (such as a mainline Protestant congregation) offer 
transformational leadership for local economies in how to be both distinctively Christian 
and also participant within the American capitalist system—at the very least at the 
neighborhood level? The thesis intends to answer the question: Might a mainline 
congregation (desiring to increase revenue and ministry capacity) lead in an 
unconventional way that offers a transformational vision of economic cooperation within 
a local neighborhood marketplace? And, could this example of an ecclesial for-profit 
business be spiritually, prophetically and financially beneficial to the local church and 
community?  
 
Methodology and Outline 
 The thesis contains two-sections: addressing the contextual problem with current 
research and then a real-world business-ministry partnership applying the research. Section 
one is a rationale for establishing a for-profit business with and through a mainline 
Protestant congregation. Section two offers a general process for initiating a for-profit 
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ecclesial business and also a real-world narrative timeline of how my company, Smokin’ 
Story BBQ, LLC, entered into a business-ministry relationship with First Baptist Church, 
Raleigh, North Carolina in summer 2019.   
 Both sections follow Richard Osmer’s methodology 17  for practical theological 
inquiry. Osmer organizes practical theological reflection into “four-core tasks:” 1) 
Descriptive-empirical task (What is going on?); 2) Interpretative-task (Why is this going 
on?); 3) Normative task (What ought to be going on?); and 4) Pragmatic task (How might 
we respond?).18 Section one of the thesis addresses the descriptive-empirical task (chapter 
one), the interpretative task (chapter two), and the normative task (chapters three-six). 
Section two addresses Osmer’s fourth prompt, the pragmatic task (chapters seven and 
eight). In other words, chapters one addresses, “what is going on,” chapter two answers 
“why it is going on,” chapters three-six propose, “what ought to be going on,” and chapters 
seven and eight give a practical “response” to the contextual problem.  
 More specifically, chapters one and two address the questions, “What is going on?” 
and “Why is it going on?” Current research on mainline Protestant church attendance, 
membership, and giving shows a growing limitation in ministry scope and capacity. By 
 
17 For a practical theological methodology centered in ethical analysis, see Nimi 
Wariboko’s, Methods of Ethical Analysis: Between Theology, History and Literature 
(OR: Wipf & Stock, 2013), 19-35. Wariboko’s methodology for doing public theology is 
located in Paul Tillich’s notion of “ultimate concern” such that the “ultimate concern” of 
the community is limited by the contextual problem; thus, a practical theological solution 
is required to return the community to their “ultimate concern” and “strengthen the moral 
fabric of the community.” 
 
18 Richard Osmer, Practical Theology: An Introduction (MI: Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 2008), 1-175.  
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assessing the National Congregations Study, Giving USA, and the most recent Pew Forum 
American Religious Landscape study, the reader will see a clear and patterned downtrend 
in mainline church giving, membership and attendance; particularly, among smaller 
mainline congregations. Chapters three-six address, “What ought to be going on?” by 
addressing first the broader institution of post-Christian church practice and then moving 
to the specific reality of changing leadership paradigms within these new post-Christian 
ecclesial models. The purpose of moving from the changing institution to the changing 
leadership paradigms is to argue that for-profit business-ministry relationships might 
require new “wine skins” to be effective in the 21st century socio-culture landscape.    
 Thus, chapter three introduces Christopher B. James’ “incarnational model” of 
post-Christian practice to demonstrate an ecclesial model and mindset, which makes room 
(theologically speaking) for a secular business partnership. Chapter four argues that 
transformational leadership theory is key for reshaping mainline Protestant church notions 
of congregational leadership in a local neighborhood (marketplace). Mary Parker Follett’s 
Integrative Process thinking offers a point of intersection between church and secular 
economic leadership for an ecclesial for-profit experiment that may be clergy or lay led.  
 To support the notion of missional leadership in the secular economy—be it local 
or global--chapter five highlights the recent academic work of two American corporate 
business thinkers, Michael E. Porter and Lisa Gansky, and their assessment of systemic 
shifts in corporate-secular business practice, which parallel the missional aims of post-
Christian church communities. Chapter six sets forth contemporary and historical examples 
of for-profit business in Christian Trappist and Benedictine monastic communities to 
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demonstrate that, historically, profit and prayer are not mutually exclusive; and, church 
business practice is sustainable when centered in a gospel ethic of selfless love.    
 In section two, the thesis focus shifts from rationale and theory to theory in practice. 
Chapters seven and eight, then, identify with Osmer’s fourth core task of practical theology 
(the pragmatic task) in proposing, “[This is] how might we respond.” Chapter seven offers 
a template and adaptable process for identifying and implementing for-profit business 
possibilities in a mainline Protestant congregation. The chapter concludes with a discussion 
of short and long-term implications for planning and sustaining an ecclesial for-profit 
revenue stream including tax implications, managing the on-going relationship between 
the church and the for-profit business (LLC), and some possible markers of success. 
Chapter eight concludes the practical project with a vocational history and narrative 
timeline of an actual for-profit business-ministry partnership established between Smokin’ 
Story BBQ, LLC and the First Baptist Church of Raleigh, NC. The purpose of chapter eight 
is to implement the rationale from section one into a real-world business-ministry model 












Defining the Contextual Problem: Millennials, “Nones,” and Mainline Decline 
 
 No longer for debate is whether the mainline protestant church is declining (see 
figures one and two)19 by weekly attendance and congregational giving. The most recent 
conclusions of the Pew Forum, General Social Survey, and the Public Religion Research 
Institute each confirm as much—mainline Protestantism is experiencing an across-the-
board downtrend in attendance, membership and giving. What is ground for debate is 
whether this decline is a sign of the last gasps of post-Christian mainline influence or, 
rather, is a sign of radical transformation in the shape and function of mainline American 
Protestantism. Chapter two sets forth quantitative research showing regressions in mainline 
attendance and giving among younger generations and the “nones” demographic. The 
research here sets the stage for chapter three to argue for a radical transformation in the 
shape and function of the mainline church status quo as opposed to complete mainline 
church finality.  
 Thus, the goal of chapter two is to define the contextual problem as complex and 
varied (or, as a wicked problem) as opposed to a singular contention. The chapter moves 
from quantitative research gathered from recent national religious survey compilations to 
interpretation of how recent qualitative narratives might help us interpret the data. The  
 
 








information presented in chapter two builds a foundation for the broader thesis that a  
creative and alternative source of revenue is a constructive but necessary option to move 
mainline church revenue towards the possibility of greater ministry effectiveness.  
 
From Elders to Millennials: Shrinking Attendance and Giving Base 
 The declining religious self-identification and infrequent church attendance of 




1989), is a key factor in the declining affluence and influence of the mainline Protestant 
church. Given their social location and ecclesial standing as the future spiritual and 
financial base of the mainline Protestant church, it is important to assess exactly how 
millennials are altering the future landscape of the church. As noted in the introduction, 
younger millennials are attending church at an alarmingly lower rate than their Baby 
Boomer and Gen-X counterparts. Observing the number of younger millennials attending 
church weekly, only 10% of all Christian churches are attended by younger millennials 
while Baby Boomers and Gen-X’ers comprise 61% of all regular attendees.20 In terms of 
persons self-identifying as Christian (regardless of frequency of church attendance or 
denominational affiliation) the number of younger millennials rises to 56% while only 11% 
of this group identify as mainline protestant.21  
 Further, the weekly attendance and self-identification percentages among older 
millennials are nearly identical to their younger millennial counterpart. 57% of older 
millennials identify as Christian while only 10% identify as mainline protestant. 22 
Likewise, only 10% of older millennials attend church on a weekly basis. In terms of 
institutional preservation, these trends indicate younger and older millennials aren’t 
necessarily less religious but significantly less likely to associate with an institutional 
mainline church; most specifically, they are markedly less likely to attending or affiliate 
 
20 Pew Forum, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” Generational Cohort, May 
2015, http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/generational-cohort/. 
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with a mainline protestant church. To clarify, if current generational trends evidenced 
among millennials become a cultural and ecclesial mainstay (such as among post-
millennials or subsequent generations) the picture of mainline church vitality is waning. 
The data, then, points to a widening cultural and theological rift among older mainline 
church members and millennial non-attendees.  
 Perhaps most surprising of Pew’s findings in the American Religious Landscape 
survey is the rise in the number of “unaffiliated” persons—persons neither Christian nor 
religious. Among both the older and younger millennial groups, the number of unaffiliated 
persons is 34% and 36% respectively. Notably, among older millennials, the number of 
unaffiliated persons saw a substantial rise of +9 percentage points between only 2007 and 
2014 (see figure 3) 23 . When assessing the rise of unaffiliated or “nones” across all 
generational groups, the Pew study shows a rise of 19.9 million American “nones” between 
2007 and 2014. Christopher B. James notes, “… [it is predicted that] 52 million new 
individuals will be added to the number of unaffiliated Americans by 2050,”24 meaning 
Christianity should, statistically speaking, continue to fall out of favor with mainstream 
American culture and to decline across the board. Thus, millennials are not the only 
generational sub-group showing less affiliation with Christianity and mainline Christian 
faith communities. The divide between religious affiliated individuals and the “nones” is 
widening; and, consequently, the pool of potential members (and givers) for mainline 
churches is shrinking and, following the trend, should continue to diminish. In assessing a 
 
23 Pew Research Forum, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” June 2014.  
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second national survey on church attendance, the General Social Survey’s survey of weekly 
attendance among all age groups, James found that “weekly church attendance has fallen 
steadily in the United States since 1972, dropping from 28.5% of the population to 17.5% 
in 2014; [and]…During the same period, the percentage of Americans reporting they never 
attend religious services jumped from less than one in ten to more than one in four.”25 
Significantly, the GSS study mirrors Pew’s findings that church attendance is declining 
across-the-board but at a higher rate among younger-aged church goers; again, indicating 
a generational change in preference for church attendance and affiliation.  
 
 




Similarly, in a third survey, Robert P. Jones and Daniel Cox evidence the rise of 
the unaffiliated (nones) and decline in-church attendance in their 2017 Public Religion 
Research Institute study, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape.” They concluded, 
“The religiously unaffiliated—those who identify as “Atheist,” “agnostic,” or “nothing in 
particular”—now account for nearly one-quarter (24%) of Americans. Since the early 
1990s, this group has roughly tripled in size…. [and] religious identity is highly stratified 
by age, with younger Americans (age 18-29) most likely to be religiously unaffiliated and 
seniors (age 65 or older) least likely to identify this way.”’ 26 In describing the phenomenon 
of the religiously unaffiliated or nones, James notes Sociologist Peter Berger, who argues 
that the nones, “…have not opted out of religion as such, but have opted out of affiliation 
with religion.”27 Reasons for this “opting out” are varied and seem to parallel a growing 
American distrust of not only religious institutions but all social institutions.28 In regards 
to effects on future mainline church trajectory, the rise in “nones” should result in a 
dramatic change in the Protestant and mainline Baptist church’s influence in cultural 
conversations, affluence towards ministry potential, and institutional landscape.  
 
26 Robert P. Jones, and Daniel Cox, America’s Changing Religious Identity: Findings 
from the 2016 American Values Atlas (Washington, D.C.: Public Religion Research 
Institute, 2017), 24-25. 
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 Notably, as will be explored further in chapter three, James’ study of the religious 
landscape in Seattle determined that the “none zone” was not evidence of the death of 
religiosity but rather a movement away from organized religion to new forms of expression 
and practice.29 While his conclusions are seemingly distressing for projecting long-term 
church growth, James’ study could be seen as hopeful news for mainline Protestant 
churches with a bent towards the innovative and experimental—which begs the question: 
might changing ecclesial ministry practices reengage “nones” and millennials while also 
alleviating their hesitancy towards institution religion? 
 Observing the effects of declining church attendance and affiliation on giving to 
churches we find similar and consistent trends. A 2017 Thrivent Financial study (data 
collected by the Barna Group) on generosity among American Christians found, “As the 
proportion of Christians in the U.S. continues to shrink with each successive generation, 
the base of givers and volunteers on who churches and Christian non-profits depend is also 
shrinking.”30 Not surprisingly, millennials are the primary force behind the downward 
trend in giving to churches and religious non-profits. Thrivent notes a 2016 Morgan Stanley 
report titled, Generations Change How Spending is Trending: “Millennials have grown up 
in the shadow of the Great Recession, are saddled with higher education debt and housing 
costs, and are forming households later.”31 While millennials saddle some of the blame for 
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the church giving decline, to be fair, it is important to note both this generation’s capacity 
to give due to limited resources but also an across the board shift in attitude and affiliation 
with Christianity.  
While substantial, personal income levels and debt are not the only reasons for the 
generational shift in giving: the Thrivent-Barna study concludes, whereas Elders and Baby-
Boomers (Boomers) continue to maintain giving at a higher percentage than millennials 
the overall giving trend among all generations is downward.32 According to the Barna 
group, (a non-profit survey research firm on American religious culture), one reason for 
this generational decline in giving is, “Different generations have different priorities when 
it comes to generosity.” Again, in their 2017 study for Thrivent, the Barna Group surveyed 
an array of generational respondents asking— “[What are] The Most Generous Things a 
Person Can Do?” The survey determined that millennials are much more likely than Elders 
or Boomers to see organizational volunteering or caring for the sick as modes of generosity 
instead of financial gifts to a church or religious non-profit.33 Specifically, this generational 
paradigm shift on the nature of giving is seen in how much money each generation gives 
to a church or religious non-profit on an annual basis.  
 For example, in their 2017 study, Barna Group determined that while 25% of Elders 
and 15% of Boomers gave $2500+ annually to religious institutions, only 2% of millennials 
followed suit. Surprisingly, 84% of millennial respondents said they gave less than $50.00 
annually to a religious or non-profit institution. When looking at intrinsic giving, the 
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weekly time-volunteered at the same organizations and institutions millennials slightly 
outpaced Gen-Xer’s (22% to 21%) while still lagging Boomers (24%) and Elders (39%) 
significantly. These numbers might point to Elders’ and Boomers’ higher rates of 
disposable time and/or income (due to retirement or life savings) but also higher levels of 
generational commitment to institutional religion; nevertheless, the whole of the 
Thrivent/Barna study points to a new reality: a substantial “generosity gap” is emerging 
among all generations and a giving (as church revenue) decline looks to continue across-
the-board.  
 In summary, the data is clear and convincing: the American church, generally, and 
the mainline Protestant church, specifically, are undergoing a season of decline in both 
attendance, aggregate giving, and modes of giving; and, this decline is largely due to 
changes in generational attitudes, income levels, personal debt, and self-identification with 
mainline Protestantism. What remains curious is how some Christian institutions maintain 
their fiscal status quo through creative means while others are choosing to reduce staff size, 
repurpose assets or close the church doors altogether.34  
 Therefore, the question remains as to whether these declining generational shifts 
point to the beginning of the end of mainline Protestantism; or, whether they indicate a 
move towards an entirely new shape of Protestantism in America. The subsequent chapters 
in section one aim to describe a move towards new shapes of mainline faith expression, 
which are paving the way for new steams of church revenue. By exploring the work of 
 




missional theologians Christopher B. James and Darrell L. Guder, I hope to reframe the 
paradigm of decline as a creative opportunity for methodological transformation in 




























Incarnational Neighborhood Church as Emerging Post-Christian Framework for an 
Ecclesial For-Profit Experiment 
 The previous chapter clarified the emerging contextual problem and why an 
alternative, creative revenue stream is a necessary option for mainline Protestant 
churches—and, in regards to section two—a mainline Baptist church.35 If attendance and 
giving trends maintain current trajectory, notwithstanding endowments or generous high 
net-worth families, mainline churches might be forced to make difficult decisions 
regarding held assets. This means selling or creatively repurposing held assets to maintain 
the institution. With the contextual problem at the forefront, chapter three shifts the 
discussion from “What is going on?” to “What ought to be going on?” in regard to use of 
church assets towards post-Christian ministry programming and financial stability. 
Drawing from current research in theology and culture, chapter three sets forth the premise 
that mainline statistical decline in attendance, membership and giving isn’t evidence of a 
slow demise but rather a new season, perhaps, a radical season of transformation in 
missional form and function as churches comprehend a contemporary missio Dei—the 
unfolding mission of God in the 21st century.  
 
 
35 Section two of the thesis provides a narrative timeline of an ecclesial business start-up 
at First Baptist Church, Raleigh, North Carolina. 
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How Individualism and Consumerism Shaped Modern Mainline Ecclesiology 
 One such transformation is how local church ecclesiologies are wrestling with the 
problems of hyper-individualism and consumerism. Theologian Edward Farley argues, 
“Individualism is the primary world conviction of North American culture at the present 
time…[and] it is the primary way of experiencing and understanding the world.” 36 
Alongside individualism (or, the autonomous self as free citizen, consumer, desirer, and 
changing agent amidst technological flux) is the North American institution of 
consumerism—or, the individual as autonomous consumer in a free-market capitalist 
context. Darrell L. Guder argues, “Capitalism arose as one of the shaping institutions of 
modernity and has steadily become the organizing principle of the economics of the 
modern world.”37  What Farley and Guder mean here in regards to individualism and 
consumerism is that the individual self, in the modern milieu, is “de-centered” or dislodged 
from wholistic identity in a larger community—particularly, Christian community. 
Through modern social and economic advancement, the individual self assumed a role of 
free-thinker and consumer motivated by greater and greater power in society through 
material desires, purchasing, and politics.38  
 Out of cultural necessity and through their members’ inculturation, 20th century 
mainline churches adapted to the North American notion of the modern self. Evangelical 
 
36 Edward Farley, Practicing Gospel: Unconventional Thoughts on Church Ministry 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), 58-59. 
 
37 Darrell L. Guder, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North 
America (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Publishing, 1998), 27-28. 
 
38 Guder, Missional Church, 38-39. 
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churches embraced the new individualistic culture by preaching the individual sinner 
before God; a doctrine unmoored from a broader universal understanding of salvation 
history; while at the same time, failing to critique the woeful effects of modern 
individualism and capitalism. Mainline Protestant pulpits on the other hand preached 
against the social ills of capitalism and hyper-consumerism giving primary attention to 
broader social issues of poverty, culture and power politics, and marginalized socio-
economic groups.39 Now, in the early 21st century, it is evident that the two streams of 
North American Protestant ecclesiology—the narrow soteriology of evangelicals and the 
predominating social ethics of liberals—both overlooked authentic Christian community 
as counter-cultural response to individualism and consumerism. Largely ignored by both 
groups was the notion of Christian community, a community of faithful individuals sharing 
ethical and theological commitments, as the living missio Dei enacted against the woes of 
modernity. Likewise, in terms of practical theology, is there an evolving model of church 
revenue, which emanates from this mission of God centered in authentic Christian 
community? More specifically, how might an innovative and community-based approach 
to church revenue realign “hyper-individualized” churches to the mission of God, the 
unfolding missio Dei in a post-Christian context? 
 
 




Missio Dei in Post-Christian Context 
 Two 21st century missional theologians, Darrell L. Guder and Christopher B. 
James, help frame the discussion of how to shape a post-Christian missional approach to 
church revenue by first asking: what is missional theology and how is it applicable and 
relevant to the post-Christian community? The argument that the post-Christian mainline 
church is undergoing transformation instead of a slow demise is rooted in the ecclesial 
vision called missional theology. Missional theology is a broad and diverse theological 
paradigm that functions well as a practical theological model for post-Christian churches 
deeply rooted in modernity—or, to say another way, missional theology offers a new 
pathway for a church emptied of cultural hegemony in a pluralistic society. Darrell L. 
Guder argues that understanding North American culture is paramount to understanding 
the need for missional theology. His assessment that post-modern culture has led to a “de-
centering of the modern self,” a rise in religious pluralism, and a hyper-individual 
consumer driven economy, evidences the cultural and social need for authentic Christian 
community.40 
 Missional theology is rooted in the primary tenet that all of Christian theology is 
based in God’s mission, not its own, and that the broader church’s mission is, in fact, God’s 
unfolding mission or missio Dei in the world.41 Guder contends, “The theology of the 
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missio Dei is making clear that our ecclesiology, if it is truly to be a doctrine for the 
church…must be rooted in God’s nature, purpose and action. It must be developed out of 
the one who calls and empowers his people to be the sign, foretaste, and instrument of 
God’s new order under the lordship of Christ.”42 For Guder, the missio Dei at work in the 
world is the church’s witness to the gospel of Christ. He says, “If our concern is faithful 
witness to the gospel, then our doctrine of the church must be built upon and expound the 
mission for which the church is called, formed and sent….[and] the church that Jesus 
intended is a community that lives its message publicly, transparently and vulnerably…to 
do public business in view of the watching world.”43 Thus, Guder understands gospel 
witness and fulfillment to be a public and not private endeavor. Agents of the gospel of 
Christ are at work beyond the walls of a building—doing the mission of God as a 
community of Christ in the public square. Practically, he sees enacting the missio Dei in 
the world as the primary work of the church. For Guder, living out the missio Dei means 
the forming of missional—and, counter-cultural communities in witness to the gospel of 
Christ. In emphasizing the priority of Christian community as outward expression of the 
missio Dei, Guder notes British theological Lesslie Newbigin’s classic phrase, “…it is the 
community which is the hermeneutic of the gospel.” 44  In other words, the gospel is 
interpreted properly when a community of faithful  believers are actively living out the 
mission of God in the public square.  
 
42 Guder, Called to Witness, 74. 
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 Considering again the broader premise: if the mission of the post-Christian church 
is public witness to God’s mission in the world, and God’s mission in the world is enacted 
through communities of Christ (communities living out God-with-us), then, an innovative 
model of church revenue for the post-Christian mainline church might necessarily find its 
purpose and fulfillment in this kind of very public community. That is, a faithful 
community witnessing to the goodness of God-with-us in Christ and in service to the local 
neighborhood or “public” community. It is exactly these kinds of faith communities in 
action that Christopher B. James calls—models of “Neighborhood Incarnation.” 
 With Guder’s aforementioned missional theology in mind, we turn to James’ model 
of emerging “incarnational communities.” In Church Planting in Post-Christian Soil: 
Theology and Practice,  James argues, “in the midst of dramatic cultural shifts and 
declining religious institutions, new churches are taking root.”45 This fascinating statement 
results from James’ lengthy study of the emerging religious landscape in urban and 
increasingly secular, Seattle.  His argument results from studying the microcosm of the 
Seattle church, specifically, but the conclusions parallel the larger, changing Christian 
sphere in North America. Likewise, James’ qualitative and narrative research of Seattle’s 
contemporary urban churches found that while churches continue to decline, the boots-on-
the-ground evidence points to institutional transformation rather than extermination. He 
says, “…I am convinced that these first decades of the twenty-first century ought to be seen 
not only as a period of church decline but also, and more importantly, as a vibrant season 
 




of ecclesial renewal and rebirth.”46 Given the quantitative evidence presented in chapter 
two, James’ timely study points to a new framework for understanding mainline decline in 
attendance and giving as a springboard for transformation rather than institutional death 
knell. Moreover, this transformation is taking the shape of local neighborhood missional 
practice and incarnational living in faithful community.47 
 James’ study found four models of missional practice occurring in post-Christian 
Seattle or in what he terms the “none-zone,” which as previously outlined consists of 
persons unaffiliated with any institutional religion but who may have high religiosity or 
spirituality. James’ delineates between four emerging models of church discovered in 
Seattle: “Great Commission Team, Household of the Spirit, New Community, [and] 
Neighborhood Incarnation.”48 Briefly, and respectively, the three former models here are 
purposed namely in evangelism, worship, and social ethics while the fourth model stands 
apart—church as Neighborhood Incarnation or an enfleshed neighborhood missional 
community. The succeeding paragraphs develop James’ neighborhood incarnational model 
as the ideal missional-theological framework for a for-profit ecclesial experiment as public 
expression of the missio Dei. 
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Neighborhood Incarnational Model as Post-Christian Faith Community 
 Interestingly, James draws on Guder’s work to explain what he means by a 
“neighborhood incarnational” community. For Guder, “…incarnational mission is the 
understanding and practice of Christian witness that is rooted in and shaped by life, 
ministry, suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus.” For James, the incarnation of Jesus 
isn’t only about the Bethlehem-Christmas event but evidence and paradigm for life as God-
with-us.49 He goes on to say, “The missio Dei [therefore] took the form of God becoming 
one of us, living among us, moving into the neighborhood, taking a self-emptying posture 
of radical solidarity….[so that] In Christ, we discover that God’s way of mission 
is…stepping into the middle of God’s beautiful-broken-beloved-world.”50 James’ in-depth 
study of urban Seattle churches found an emerging model of church that aligned with this 
incarnational vision of the missio Dei. This is what he terms the “neighborhood 
incarnational” church.  
 NI churches, for James, are an outwardly incarnational expression of the missio Dei 
not only as a theology of belief, but rather as a practical theology which shapes the praxis 
of the community or—to say missionally, shapes the life of the community. NI churches 
differ from the other three models described by James primarily in the way they envision 
the incarnation as a life calling and vocation. What this means is that all of their ministry 
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work and worship flows from their missional theology. 51  Further, the work of the 
congregation is thoroughly blended within their secular context—i.e. the boundaries 
between the sacred work and secular culture are blurred. Paralleling the work of Newbigin, 
he notes, “The congregation must be so deeply and intimately involved in the secular 
concerns of the neighborhood that it becomes clear to everyone that no one and nothing is 
outside the range of God’s love in Jesus.”52 Thus, NI churches fully embrace God’s mission 
in Christ as a practice which happens within the context of the local neighborhood rather 
than simply as a doctrinal belief. Specifically, and importantly, NI churches blur the 
theologically sacred and the culturally secular by, “engaging in boundary-crossing,” 
imploring the use of “non-traditional gathering spaces,” and creating “third-places” 
(between work and home) where the incarnation of holy community may be experienced.  
 Most significant and relevant to this project is how NI churches live out the 
incarnational missio Dei not as a gathering place for worship but as a “witness [to God-
with-us] in the place of dwelling.”53 This means an NI church community isn’t focused on 
the how and place (building or sanctuary) of worship54 but rather the “where and how 
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believers live” together in the neighborhood context. James points out that this 
“incarnational ecclesiology” is indeed the transformational shift of contemporary churches 
away from a modern individualistic-consumer centered worship and praxis. He claims, 
“This decentering of worship guards against the danger that gatherings for the worship of 
God would devolve into consumer-oriented, synthetic spiritual experiences.” Likewise, NI 
churches embody the gospel, the missio Dei, through “tangible, local, relational ways 
through such physical things as neighborhood spaces, hugs [real empathy] and cups of 
coffee…opening up spaces for the kind of mutuality and care that characterized Jesus’s 
ministry.”55 To summarize, NI churches are well-positioned, and perhaps more so than any 
other model of 21st century church, to be post-Christian, transformational, missional 
communities. By intersecting the local “secular” culture through relationship as opposed 
to programming, NI churches avoid modern institutional trappings while prioritizing 
relationship as the way faithful community enacts missio Dei in their neighborhood.  
 Returning to Guder’s work, in addressing further the need for adapting 
transformational communities, in “Called to Witness: Doing Missional Theology,” he 
argues similarly to James saying, “The massive cultural and social shift in North America 
has made the development of a [new] missional theology of the church all the more 
relevant, if not urgent….It is not an exaggeration to speak of the need for the ‘continuing 
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conversion of North American Christianity,’ especially in light of the cultural captivity that 
still characterizes the movement along its entire spectrum from left to right.”56 He goes on 
to say, “To be about this kind of theological investigation, missional theology in its diverse 
cultural expressions will constantly have to learn how to do its work both modestly and 
with conviction.”57 Thus, for these leading missional theologians, the church must always 
adapt to or “convert” with culture in order to live out a missional gospel that speaks to and 
forms authentic Christian community with post-Christian people. With that said, what does 
adaptation mean for mainline Protestant churches in regard to the broader contextual 
problem of declining revenue and membership? How does the NI model offer new 
pathways for mainline churches in adapting to post-Christian culture? 
 
A Hopeful Ecclesial Model for Transforming the Contextual Problem 
 In comparing the work of James and Guder, we can identify at least four common 
themes: 1) Acknowledgment of the North American church in flux, 2) The end of Christian 
social and cultural hegemony, 3) A shift towards local neighborhood or community-
centered faith groups; and, 4) An emerging paradigm of the post-Christian American 
church as a transforming body rather than a dying institution. While the data from chapter 
two may indicate otherwise, this emerging ecclesial framework supports the argument that 
a post-Christian model of church revenue is not only fiscally necessary but theologically 
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and culturally timely. As Guder notes, “The marginal reality of the [contemporary] church 
is an opportunity to recover the character of the gospel as God’s reign in Christ through the 
power of the Spirit.”58 Returning to the broader thesis, then, might this awareness of a 
declining mainline church (or, the marginalizing of the contemporary church) be the 
seedling of creative transformation for recovering the “character of the gospel”—the missio 
Dei—through a radical change in the methodology of local church revenue practice but 
also, specifically, in how revenue is gathered and allocated to transforming public 
communities and neighborhoods in the post-Christian world? 
The chapter has argued for James’ incarnational neighborhood model of church as 
the best post-Christian paradigm for mainline churches considering an alternative revenue 
experiment towards ministry and revenue growth. But more needs to be said as to why this 
is the case. Why does the incarnational neighborhood model of post-Christian church best 
fit the needs of financially struggling or financially pro-active mainline churches? Why 
wouldn’t another model of post-Christian church be preferred here to diversify revenue for 
maintaining or increasing ministry scope and effectiveness?  
 James and Guder’s respective works provide the basis for why a missional-
incarnational paradigm is preferable to a model based solely on evangelism, worship, or 
denominational initiative. Admittedly, James’ other models of post-Christian church (those 
centered primarily in the work of evangelism, worship or progressive social ethics and 
theology) could potentially provide a church with new means to growing a membership 
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base and (though correlative) an increased revenue base towards the overall ministry. 
However, it is very unlikely that mainline churches would compromise or alter their 
theological, denominational or ministry commitments solely for the purpose of increasing 
membership and revenue. What is more likely, however, is for mainline churches to 
experiment with an innovate, theologically open, and locally aimed project to increase 
ministry scope while also benefitting the church and local neighborhood.   
 James’ incarnational neighborhood model offers mainline Protestant churches 
creative freedoms in the exercise of ministry which are excluded in the other three more-
singularly focused models of post-Christian church. For example, the NI model offers a 
paradigm for innovation and experimental risk without the modern institutional, 
denominational, and theological overhang latent to the other identified post-Christian 
models. The NI model provides a local mainline church the freedom to set missional goals 
and work towards financial needs. Further, the NI model does not restrict a local church to 
doing ministry within the four walls of a building; it does not restrict their alignment with 
any historical-traditional pattern of how church or worship must and should be done. 
Instead, the NI model opens the church to engage the local neighborhood thereby removing 
barriers between the church (the people) and it’s (their) geographical neighbors; such that, 
secular and sacred boundaries are symbolically eliminated.  
 In his recent book, “Christian Social Innovation: Renewing Wesleyan Witness,” 
Baylor theologian and Provost, L. Gregory Jones writes, “We [mainline churches] have 
lost the imagination and improvisation, the blessing and the hope that comes with a clear 
sense of our purpose: our “why”…we are too worried about survival, declining numbers, 
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budget cuts, and diminished influence in society to rediscover what it means to think big, 
shaped by new beginnings that come with a focus on the End.”59 He goes on to say, “As 
Christians today, thinking big just might mean nothing less than recovering the social 
innovation spirit of our theological forebears in England and the United States (and 
throughout the world)…[and while] that may no longer mean starting hospitals, or 
universities…there are no doubt other ways to innovate, adapt, and learn as we embrace 
our mission…and hold one another accountable in our mission to bear witness to God’s 
reign.” 60  Jones points out that worry over institutional extinction and anxiety around 
“numbers” limits the church’s freedom to innovate and imagine new modes of revenue and 
ministry. Institutional and doctrinal preservation are priorities of the mainline post-
Christian church. Therefore, the priority of emerging post-Christian faith communities 
must not be stifled by maintenance-minded thinking; otherwise, growth beyond the status 
quo is severely limited and the trajectory for decline permitted to continue.  
 More importantly, here, is Jones’ vision of how church-led innovation unites 
imagination with mission. In other words, church-initiated innovation always happens in 
the context of the missio Dei. For mainline Protestant churches, including autonomous 
mainline Baptist churches, innovation must happen within a paradigm that is not restrictive 
of imagination (theological and missional) while at the same time preserving their local 
adaptation to the missio Dei. With regards to increasing church revenue towards growing 
 
59 L. Gregory Jones, Christian Social Innovation: Renewing Wesleyan Witness 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2016), 44-45.  
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congregational ministry scope, efforts at innovation (or, experimentation to raise revenue) 
must occur within a model that permits the church to move symbolically and 
geographically beyond its walls into the public community where missional imagination 
can intersect with the secular marketplace.  
 Shifting back to Christopher B. James’ work, the NI model offers a congregation 
the geographical and theological freedom to move from physical property (such as the 
church building) to the local, public, neighborhood community where the lines between 
the sacred and secular are blurred. It is in this shared space where a local church might give 
“authentic expression to their tradition”61 while living out their understanding of the missio 
Dei beyond institutional and denominational frameworks. Importantly, the NI model does 
not restrict mainline churches from repurposing held assets (such as their physical building) 
but it offers the institutional freedom to choose to use a building or other asset in a manner 
that supports the broader mission untethered from traditional priorities of programming 
and maintenance.  
 For example, a congregation might choose to repurpose their available classroom 
or office space as affordable rental space for start-up’s or entrepreneurs, which in this 
scenario is mutually beneficial as passive revenue for the church while meeting the start-
up needs of future business leaders. Or, in another scenario, a church might choose to invest 
in their long-term financial future and mission by renting a small space in a shopping center 
to sell children’s clothes on consignment to the public while also gifting clothes to low-
income families in need of children’s clothing. In this example, the church and local 
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community benefit from the NI modeled for-profit business in such a way that the church 
engages the local neighbors who have need for inexpensive children’s clothing while also 
raising revenue to support their church.  
 Given the concept (of an innovative incarnational-missional church model as bridge 
to ecclesial for-profit experiment), what remains is the how of the experiment. The process 
of how a church begins the journey towards a for-profit business will be developed in 
chapter seven but the theological-missional model is now in place do to so. At present, the 
thesis has focused dually on the what of defining the contextual problem while also 
providing a theological rationale for why new modes of church revenue are needed: to align 
revenue modes with missional priorities in changing post-Christian communities; and, for 
the purpose of providing financially struggling or proactive mainline Protestant churches 
with new streams of revenue towards their on-the-ground ministries. The remaining 
chapters, then, make a methodological shift from describing “What ought to be,” to “How 
do we get there?” Beginning with a brief look at transformational leadership thinking for 
21st century leaders, chapter four aims to identify skills emerging faith leaders might 
possess to lead congregations forward in employing new modes of revenue for post-











Self-Emptying Leadership for an Ecclesial For-Profit Experiment 
 
 Until now, the thesis has aimed to demonstrate the that of the contextual problem, 
which is that North American mainline Protestant churches are undergoing a season of 
decline in membership and giving due to a significant rise in the “nones” population among 
all age groups, a general distrust of social and religious institutions by young and older 
millennials, and the growing limit to religious institutional resources due to changes in 
North American generational giving patterns and incomes. With respect to changes in 
available resources and revenue, the thesis has argued: congregations should diversify and 
create new revenue streams to thrive and adapt in the 21st century Post-Christian milieu. 
Chapter four shifts the focus from the that of the contextual problem to the how; or, to say 
another way, from the reality of the contextual problem towards a congregation’s planning 
for a missional for-profit business to thrive or survive in the 21st century.  
 As demonstrated in chapter three, Christopher B. James’ NI model offers present-
day churches a fluid, post-Christian ecclesial framework making possible an innovative 
alternative revenue experiment. Chapter four now shifts to the practical how of the thesis 
beginning with the leadership traits and moral disposition required for an effectual and 
specifically Christian alternative revenue experiment. To that end, chapter four aims to 
develop a concept of transformational leadership as conveyed in Mary Parker Follett’s 
Integrative Process philosophy as a metaphor of leadership for a congregation’s post-
Christian revenue experiment. The purpose here is to distinguish between secular business 
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leadership and the leadership and moral characteristics necessary to a Christian ministry-
business experiment.  
 
Transformational Leadership and Post-Christian Leaders 
 Transformational leadership was defined by late-Harvard political science scholar 
and Pulitzer Prize winner, James MacGregor Burns, as occurring when, “one or more 
persons engage with others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to 
higher levels of motivation and morality.”62 Burns contrasted transformational leadership 
with what he called transactional leadership. Transactional leadership occurs when there is 
an exchange of valued things between one or more parties, which is seen frequently in 
political leadership. This kind of leadership happens when one party needs some thing from 
another party such as a vote, legislative bill, or anything of value and bargains with another 
party to get what they want. Burns noted, in transactional leadership each party recognizes 
the other as a person but, consequentially, there is no “purpose that holds them together” 
beyond their bargaining for what they each need. In this schema, the leader and follower 
are not bound together to a higher mutual purpose but only to what each needs for 
themselves or their power base. 63  The power relationship between congressional 
politicians and lobbyists of large-scale corporations is one example of transactional 
leadership at work.  
 
62 James MacGregor Burns, Leadership (New York: Harper and Row, 1978), 19-20. 
 




 Transformational leadership, however, does unite two or more parties into common 
purpose and raises both to higher moral and ethical grounds. Burns’ claims, “[In 
transformational leadership] power bases are linked not as counterweights but as mutual 
support for common purpose…ultimately [the relationship] becomes moral in that it raises 
the level of human conduct and ethical aspiration of both the leader and the led, and thus 
has a transforming effect on both.”64 Burns highlights Gandhi as the best modern example 
of a transformational leader because he, “aroused and elevated the hopes and demands of 
millions of Indians and whose life and personality were enhanced in the process.”65 Other 
examples of transformational leaders include individuals who mobilize, inspire, uplift, 
exalt, evangelize or exhort in respective leadership roles of legitimate authority—as 
opposed to brute power or power by force.  
 While Burns is credited with defining transformational leadership in 20th century 
leadership studies, he was not the first modern intellectual to envision a style of leadership 
where leader and followers worked together in a mutual, unified, and moral purpose. A 
widely under-appreciated scholar is early-20th century philosopher and New England 
intellectual, Mary Parker Follett, also known as the “mother of modern management” 
theory. The subsequent paragraphs engage Follett’s work, observing how her Integrative 
Process ontology of administration, management style, and leadership practice are widely 
recognized as pre-dating (by nearly a century) much of contemporary administration, 
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leadership and management thinking.66 Follett’s work parallels key biblical and theological 
leadership images towards a post-Christian model of leadership that is transformational, 
servant-leader centered, and power-shared. The primary use of Follett here is that her work 
provides a philosophical put-in to secular leadership theory and a post-Christian business 
leadership model.    
 
Follettian Theory towards an Incarnational Community Leadership Style 
 Mary Follett’s Integrative Process ontology was a complex and in-depth relational 
process philosophy, which sought to integrate modern categories of leadership, 
government, economics, liberal arts, and philosophy into a holistic, open-ended, 
interconnected and evolving model. Scholars Margaret Stout and Jeannine M. Love 
describe Follett’s ontology as woven wefts of psychosocial, epistemological, theological, 
ethical, political, economic, and administrative theory. 67  This section first describes 
Follettian thinking through the lens of Stout and Love’s text, Integrative Process: Follettian 
Thinking from Ontology to Administration, and then applies the principles from her work 
to an innovative model of transformational leadership for post-Christian communities 
considering alternative revenue experiments such as a for-profit business.  
 
66 Sandra L. Gaspar, “Women in History—Mary Parker Follett: A Leadership Theorist 
Ahead of Her Time,” Journal of Women in Educational Leadership 2, no. 4 (October 
2004): 2-3. 
 
67 Margaret Stout and Jeannine M. Love, Integrative Process: Follettian Thinking from 
Ontology to Administration (Minneapolis, MN: Process Century Press, 2015), 23-35. 
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 Integrative Process methodology introduces a radical departure from modern 
ontology or binary thinking. It is in this departure from binary thinking (also called, 
dualism) that sets Follett apart, as the late guru of management theory, Peter Drucker, 
called her, “the prophet of [modern] management” thinking. She was and is an alternative 
voice to management theories grounded in the inherent problems of modern dualism such 
as a top-down authoritative hierarchy and centralized power in organizational structures. 
For Follett, the binary, static (modern) ontology did not capture her creative vision of the 
interrelatedness and interpenetration of all things. Rather, in the stream of early 20th 
century Cambridge intellectuals such as Alfred North Whitehead (father of process 
philosophy) and William James (pragmatism), Follett envisioned existence as an unfolding 
integration (i.e. Whitehead) of actual things (i.e. James) in reciprocal and active 
relationship to one another. 68  She believed existence was an “ever-changing One-
becoming-through-Many,” 69  where power in groups was shared by all and therefore 
organizations or groups were, by nature, decentralized and non-hierarchical. Follett 
believed it was through unity rather than uniformity that all things (both organisms and the 
environment) existed in a process of “unifying” through an infinite striving for 
wholeness.70 Her belief that individual existence finds its shape as a continual creation 
towards wholeness was in direct contrast to Frederick Taylor’s modern management 
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philosophy that understood the individual to exist independently of his or her many 
relationships to all things.71 However, in Follett’s open and evolving system, existence was 
not grounded in individual organisms alone or the experienced environment itself but rather 
it happens in process as the dynamic relationship among all things; in a fluid act of mutually 
relating, “which frees, integrates, and creates.”72 In other words, the individual was not a 
part of the whole but with all individuals was the whole in a creative process of all 
individual things becoming the whole.  
 Of key importance, Follett believed the individual cannot be known apart from his 
or her reciprocal and inter-permeating relationship to the group. She defined the group in 
opposition to the crowd. Whereas the crowd does not recognize difference among 
individuals, the group was the integrating of unique individuals through cooperation.73 In 
the crowd, the individual sacrifices difference and uniqueness for the sake of the uniform 
whole; yet, in the group, difference was preserved and through cooperation unity 
[becomes] the goal not uniformity. In her words, “in crowds we have unison, in groups 
harmony.”74  In Follett’s open, evolving framework, all individuals are unique and as 
unique individuals they are active and participating in creatively forming (integrating) the 
group as the group.  
 
71 Gaspar, 2.  
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 Notably, Follett did not envision the on-going process of this unifying of 
individuals within the group—what she called a circular response—as disposing of 
individual difference or uniqueness. Instead, she argued that the unifying whole or the 
“whole a-making” of all organisms is a never-ending becoming, a creating process of the 
integration of difference. Her goal was for each individual intentionally aiming to live into 
these integrating groups, which as the “total situation” of all active groups in process are, 
as she called them, “the wefts” of the complete fabric of society.75 
 Follett’s relational process ontology took flight in the spheres of public ethics, 
politics, theology and administration. As the primary ethical unit of society, Follett argued 
against an individual, idiosyncratic ethic in favor of a group ethic. Since individuals 
participate as the group, it was through a process of integration of opinion and group 
dialogue (and, dialogue between groups) which determined society’s ethics rather than a 
majority opinion, determined collective will, or formal procedure by a power group 
towards a maxim. In this way, the public ethic was mutualistic and fluid, non-hierarchical, 
and an “egalitarian foundation of empathetic understanding.”76 
 In a prophetic sense, pre-dating much of modern leadership theory, Follett called 
for a “true democracy” which Stout and Love describe through her work as relational 
power-with the group not power-over the group. She developed the idea of the citizenry as 
a dynamic-relational whole, politics as the creative process of integration, and the state as 
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a facilitator of integration. As a creative process of integration, Follett called for an entirely 
new method of governance whereby “every [person] shares in the creative process…”77 
This meant that rather than individuals competing within various social or religious 
interests, democracy was a relational interweaving of the wishes of the majority and 
minority—a creative and shared interplay of human wants and needs.  
 Further, Follett redefines power-use in a democratic group. In the unifying state, 
unity takes the form of genuine control as power-with the group not power-over the group. 
She saw this social control as the power of self-governance by the interrelating groups.78 
Emerging, then, within the total situation was a group-spirit or the Spirit of democracy 
binding all groups of individuals as an integrating whole. Follett argued that what was 
needed in society, the logical outcome of her relational theory of governance, was a new 
federalism whereby the sovereign state was not a separation of powers but a bottom up 
process of integration of the many parts as the whole.79 Although, she claimed, this whole 
is never fully achieved (but—power never fully attained by any one group) as it is always 
in a process of integrating human relations through active smaller groups. In her system, 
representation of the group by a state representative is secondary as every person is an 
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active citizen; however, representation in the state took form as agents of dialogue among 
groups rather than “winning a fight.”80 
 More to the point, Follett’s administrative-leadership theory culminated in a 
practical framework for businesses and organizational structures. She envisioned the realm 
of business as a laboratory of experiment for her relational process ontology. Consistent 
with her notion of equal power-sharing in a group, Follett called for non-hierarchical 
business management, whose primary role was coordinating the integrative process of 
unifying functions within the organization. Instead of top-down authority, planning and 
decision-making in Follett’s view were participatory by all individuals in the organization. 
The governing principle, therefore, which Follett employed was shared and situational 
authority. This meant management’s primary authority rested in recognizing and 
facilitating a shared authority among members as relevant to the situation and function of 
the members.81 
 Significantly, Follett called for a decentralized form of accountability whereby 
members are responsible not to a higher authority so much as to one another in their 
individual responsibility or function (job) to the whole. She described this emerging 
function or role as “facilitative, servant, or shared leadership.” Thus, for workers and 
management, there existed a mutual and cooperative effort to contribute to the whole of 
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the organization. For Follett, leaders and followers were actively sharing in reciprocal 
relationships characterized as power-with not power-over relationships.82 
 In contrast to trait-based hierarchical leadership, Follett suggested the leader in the 
group (regardless of group size) is the one who takes responsibility for unifying various 
organizational functions into the organization’s on-going and evolving purpose (or, for our 
purpose—the mission). In his or her broader relationship to all of the individuals in their 
organization, she said, “the best leader knows how to make [his or her] followers actually 
feel power themselves.” The leader, therefore, takes responsibility to form the team and 
invigorate it with a shared sense of group-power rather than employing authority through 
top-down power. Thus, the leader acts to integrate and facilitate the experience, the skill, 
and the creativity of all persons into the larger whole as it dynamically evolves and changes 
as each new situation arises. Through this emergent leadership practice the leader integrates 
the skills, creativity, gifts, and talents of all workers into a unified purpose becoming 
whole.83 
 
Self-Emptying (power-with) Leadership in an NI Experiment 
 The contribution and richness of Mary Follett’s process relational ontology applied 
to transformational leadership thinking is invaluable to the fields of administrative, 
management, and leadership theory. Specifically, it was and continues to be invaluable due 
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to her opposition to predominant trait-based, hierarchical leadership theories.84 Follett’s 
relational ontology transformed the concept of modern leadership and reoriented the 
concept of leader as one who is both affected by his or her interaction with the group while 
at the same time empowering the group (which is always in a process of creatively 
becoming and moving toward its goal). To use her words, “the leader is more responsible 
than anyone else for integrative unity which is the aim of the organization.”85 In this way, 
the leader’s power is manifested not in dictating to the group but in facilitating the power 
of the group as the group unleashes its power and creativity towards the whole86—or, to 
say theologically, enacting their creativity as they fulfill the group’s mission in relationship 
to God’s world.  
 Using Integrative Process thought to weave two seemingly separate categories 
(Christian scripture and Follett’s philosophy), one argument might be that Follett’s 
envisioned model of a co-equal power-relationship between leader and follower is not 
dissimilar from a notion of leadership found in the New Testament Gospels and epistles. 
Exegetically speaking, Follett’s concept of mutual interplay between leader and follower 
mimics a theological notion found in John’s Gospel and also in the apostle Paul’s letter to 
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the church at Philippi; uniquely, the Christological concept of kenosis or self-emptying.87 
While her work is not overtly biblical or Christian, Follett’s understanding of leadership as 
power-shared or co-equal and collaborative (or, to say Christologically, self-emptying) 
reflects a position that can be correlated to a New Testament theology of leadership based 
on the teachings and life of Jesus of Nazareth.  
A key example is found within the prologue of John’s Gospel where the writer 
portends that in Christ God is “with us,” not over us. From a leadership perspective, the 
hermeneutical concept here is that in Christ the misunderstanding of God’s power as 
“power-over” is replaced with a notion of God’s power or love as shared with the world in 
a qualitatively new kind of leader-follower relation. That is not to say that God is co-equal 
to humanity in a leader-follower relationship but that theologically, in Christ, God’s power 
in relation to the group (humanity) becomes a shared-power dynamic; albeit, this power is 
shared among God and humanity in a qualitatively distinct fashion.  
 Similarly, to render a second but more practical and earthy metaphor from chapter 
13 of John’s Gospel—Jesus exemplifies selfless leadership through the symbolic act of 
foot-washing. For Jesus, the leader is one who washes his followers’ feet and mandates 
that they in turn do the same for others. Jesus’ example of foot-washing portrays a leader 
as one who practices a selfless ness and shared-power in the group; thereby inviting (i.e. 
transformational leadership) the follower to participate in selflessness towards the whole 
mission of the group—or, the missio Dei as God’s selfless love with and for all.  
 
87 J.C. Polkinghorne, ed., The Work of Love: Creation as Kenosis (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans Publishing, 2001), 1-7.  
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 A Follettian-based model of decentralized, power-shared leadership finds further 
biblical support in Philippians chapter 2 in what theologians identify as the Christological 
concept of “kenosis” (a self-emptying of power-over leadership). In Philippians 2, the 
apostle Paul says, “Let each of you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of 
others. Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus who…emptied himself, taking 
the form of a [servant]…” ( Philippians 2:4-7, NRSV). Similar to Follett’s call for power-
shared leadership, the apostle Paul centered his call for a selfless “Christ-like” ethic into a 
leadership of service on behalf of others, presumably, with a secular (or, of the world) 
community integrating with God’s world through love. Thus, in John’s Gospel and again 
in Philippians 2, though not exhaustive of New Testament examples, we find an ethic of 
leadership expressed through power-sharing and self-emptying that integrates the authority 
of the leader with the gifts and action of the followers enacting the missio Dei.  
 Understanding this parallel of self-emptying exists between Follett’s work and the 
leadership ethic of Jesus in the New Testament, there is still some difficulty in re-forming 
her methodology as a model of transformational leadership in for-profit post-Christian 
ecclesial businesses. The difficulty arises in knowing how to parse out key components of 
her work for the sake of brevity without violating her own principles of integration. The 
closing paragraphs of chapter four aim to embody Follett’s leadership thinking into a 
practical model for post-Christian neighborhood incarnational leaders doing an innovative 
faith-revenue experiment.  
 In the context of a neighborhood incarnational post-Christian alternative revenue 
experiment, such as a for-profit business, the key leader or leaders, mimicking Follett’s 
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ideology or, the self-emptying ethic of Jesus, do not assume the role of corporate Chief 
Executive Officer’s (C.E.O.)88 or even that of a traditional Senior Pastor; but rather, assume 
roles as mobilizing servant-leaders whose primary task is to utilize and unify the spiritual 
gifts and physical talents of the church-business community towards the common purpose 
(mission) in transforming a local neighborhood. As Christopher B. James notes, 
“Neighborhood Incarnational churches emphasize Jesus’ ministry of service and table 
fellowship and strive for continuity with this way of Jesus…”89 The leader(s), then, of an 
NI church experiment become responsible for enacting the sharing of power among 
community members in a way that transforms ordinary for-profit business practice into a 
ministry of service. To use Follettian-phrasing, through power-sharing the leader of an NI 
church experiment aims to integrate the creative becoming of the church and the 
neighborhood into a whole, relational, and mutually interwoven unit. Practically speaking, 
this means the leaders in an experimental project work selflessly to position the gifts, 
talents, and resources of the group to the mutual benefit of the church and local 
neighborhood.   
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 Nevertheless, these changes face the realities of modern church polities that 
inherently limit self-emptying/power-shared leadership stances. 90  Whereas traditional 
mainline Protestant church polity organizes power according to professional position in a 
top-down hierarchy—from denominational leadership to pastor to diaconate or consistory 
to rank-and-file membership—a Follettian-based leadership approach understands power 
and authority as shared roles—so that the relationship between leader and follower 
(denominational to church to local neighborhood) changes from primarily transactional 
(top-down) to transformational (circular) in nature. To put another way, Follettian 
principles applied to modern church organizational structures means a shift from 
administrative positions of power-over a faith group’s mission and employees to then 
leaders’ participating in and with the mission of the group through co-equal power-sharing 
with employees and/or group members. Therefore, in a transformational, self-emptying, 
framework the post-Christian leader is the one who empowers, motivates, inspires, and 
transforms others by setting free the gifts and talents of the entire faith community or 
denomination towards their common missional purpose. Theologically, the leader 
 
90A practical point in question must be acknowledged: How can mainline Protestant 
churches who are financially and legally attached to denominational power structures shift 
to new organizational frameworks without violating church rule or practice? This project 
envisions revenue experiments occurring primarily in mainline, autonomous churches 
(such as Baptist churches) for that very reason. Unfortunately, there is no easy answer to 
the stated question; local churches must rely on whatever measure of autonomy they 
possess to enact selfless love through business innovation towards post-Christian church 
growth. I will leave the question of how to navigate denominational barriers to clergy and 




facilitates a process whereby a ministry of service happens co-equally as the unfolding 
event of the missio Dei.91  
 A brief, final word is needed here regarding a transformational, power-sharing 
model of post-Christian leadership with specific regards to a for-profit experiment. While 
the notion of self-emptying leadership in post-Christian churches doing innovative revenue 
experiments (such as a for-profit business) makes sense within the aforementioned 
philosophical and theological frameworks, the practical aspects of managing employees, 
administrative duties, and maintaining financial commitments means some transactional 
power and responsibility must ultimately reside with a leader or leaders in the organization. 
There is, then, admittedly a clear distinction between enacting progress towards the 
organization’s theological mission and maintaining organizational function towards that 
mission. It seems therefore that a delicate balance exists between leadership as hopeful 
transformational vision and the transactional praxis of maintaining organizational function 
towards the mission—at least in regard to the everyday business practice. However, this 
does not mean the function of the organization is primary to its transformational mission 
in and among the community. Rather, what it means is that the self-emptying leader(s) 
must strive to make decisions that are in the best interest of fulfilling the unfolding mission 
of the organization. What is needed are leaders who work to maintain organizational 
function for the good of the church (as for-profit business experiment) while at the same 
time posturing self-emptying leadership with and among the group in such a way that their 
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management decisions ultimately support the broader and on-going vision (missio Dei) and 
spiritual aim of the local church or business experiment.  
 As we move to Chapter 5, the question remains as to how a leader(s) of a church-
related for-profit business can maintain, if possible, the organization’s missional purity? 
Or, to say another way, how does the leader posture self-emptying within a marketplace 
system which thrives on profit and increasing the bottom-line for survival? Are profit and 
prayer (a self-emptying faith posture) mutually exclusive or might we imagine a third way 
whereby profit and faith work together, accepting their inherent limitations, to expand the 


















Christianity and Business: Old Partners, New Trends 
 The broader question under consideration is: Might a financially wary or pro-active 
mainline congregation enact self-interested economic but also selfless theological 
leadership within a local marketplace? And, could this model of missional for-profit 
business be spiritually, prophetically and financially beneficial to the local church and 
community? A brief discussion of free-market capitalism in relationship to Christian 
practice will show that these two institutions are not inherently incompatible but rather 
historically linked. The purpose here is to suggest that church ventures in for-profit 
business are not contrary to enacting the missio Dei but instead serve to re-claim a mutually 
beneficial historic church practice. The journey from Judeo-Christian values to free-market 
capitalism is lengthy but a brief summary will explain how Judeo-Christian principles 
informed the development of the modern financial system. Chapter five begins with a brief 
overview of this historic relationship and concludes by identifying current trends in 
American and global business practice that parallel Christian missional aims towards a 
church-business relationship. 
 
Christianity’s Influence on Free-Market Thinking 
 In his book, At the Altar of Wall Street: The Rituals, Myths, Theologies, 
Sacraments, and Mission of the Religion Known as the Modern Global Economy, Lutheran 
theologian Scott W. Gustafson argues, “The agricultural revolution began an intimate 
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relationship between religion and economics that has persisted throughout civilization.”92 
He explains that the agricultural revolution resulted in food becoming the world’s first 
marketable commodity—something owned, bought, and sold. 93  Since food was 
commoditized before the creation of money, primitive religious leaders sought to explain 
the moral implications behind who deserved food and who did not and from there the 
relationship between economics and religion was born. Religion (as social morality) 
provided “arbitrary moral criteria [religious laws] …for food distribution [and production]” 
that were divinely sanctioned. Consequently, these ‘arbitrary’ laws led to two groups of 
people in the marketplace—those who were sanctioned by a deity to control the food 
supply and those who depended on the supply for sustenance—or, “creditors [and] 
debtors.” Eventually, then, all of the world’s major religions evolved around this 
dichotomy, linking salvation to the elimination of monetary or spiritual debt.94  
 Centuries later, with the rise of modernity and secularism, economics and religion 
underwent a divorce as science replaced religion as the predominant language and 
worldview. Gustafson points out that this ‘divorce’ formally began with the publication of 
Adam Smith’s, Wealth of Nations in 1776, which for the first time attempted to explain 
individual market participation as morally neutral such that natural forces in the free-
market, not God, led to economic flourishing. Other economists, such as 19th century 
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German economist Karl Marx, also assisted in the divorce of economics from religion in 
seeing economic disparity as a natural consequence of capitalism rather than a divinely 
intended economic function. While Marx preserved a somewhat Christian notion of 
eschatology (namely, that history was moving linearly towards an end), he believed 
“human alienation” (rather than human sin) would result in a total economic and social 
revolution and ultimately a human apocalyptic event.95 Similarly, American economic 
theory was shaped through the influence of the Social Gospel Movement, which argued, 
“poverty could be eliminated on earth … [by] perfecting human nature.” However, 
American economists quickly replaced this notion of providential leadership with scientific 
“progress” as a linear unfolding of economic advancement; meaning, technological 
innovation would stir economic growth rather than divine power.96 
 The overt influence of religion, then, in present-day economics is debatable; still, 
less arguable is the influence of Christian beliefs and values on the emergence of the 
modern financial system. In an essay titled, “Moral Roots of the Modern Financial 
System,” Boston University economist and theologian, Nimi Wariboko argues, “The 
Judeo-Christian heritage of the Western world helped to create the modern financial system 
and established the intellectual framework whereby the ethos that now shapes the modern 
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global financial system came into being.”97 He adds, “…today [it] is not revealed in the 
subjection of secular financial dealings to ecclesiastical or explicit biblical laws, but by a 
common commitment to moral principles anchored to the Judeo-Christian heritage.”98 For 
Wariboko, the five ‘moral principles’ or Judeo-Christian “values” of the financial system, 
which inform the foundation of modern financial thinking include: “a respect for private 
property rights [or, a biblical justification for respecting private ownership],” “dignity of 
the individual [as created in God’s image],” “invisible hand of the market [or, unseen 
organizing force in the market perpetuated through self-love or self-preservation],” 
“production of trust [or, system of common ethics or morals based on biblical values],” 
and, “work ethic.”99 
 Of these five principles, Wariboko sees the most significant Judeo-Christian 
principle in relationship to the development of modern financial thinking as the principle 
known as the “invisible hand of the market.” He says, “Adam Smith’s notion of the 
invisible hand is at the heart of modern understanding of the market.”100 This idea of an 
‘invisible hand’ driving consumer impulse is a key connector from free-market capitalism 
to Christian theology and practice. Wariboko argues (along with Albert Hirschman) that 
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the inherent theological connection can be traced to Augustine, who first wrote that the 
vice of “wealth” could be “checked” in pursuit of other vices such as pursuit of “glory” or 
“praise;” which had the unintended (or, providentially, perhaps intended) effect of 
benefitting the “public good.” To be sure, though, Adam Smith’s notion of an ‘invisible 
hand’ within the market did not mean a strict providential control by an external agent; but 
rather, as Wariboko points out, “…each human actor [in the market, unknowingly] serves 
the public good.”101 In other words, there is a subtle, “divine” energy within the free-
market, which only occurs as individuals freely pursue self-interest. And, this pursuit of 
self-interest, while appearing contradictory to selflessness, benefits the common good—of 
which each individual is created in God’s image.  
 The historical and theological evidence demonstrates that western free-market 
economics or capitalism is historically intertwined with Judeo-Christian values and 
theology. Even the most cynical Christian opponent 102  of free-market capitalism (in 
opposition to a for-profit ecclesial experiment) should acknowledge the biblical and 
theological underpinnings of the modern financial system. While the ill effects of an 
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unchecked capitalism towards maximizing profit have resulted in severe critique and 
cynicism from political liberalism and progressive wings of Christian thinking, based on 
its historical development, a neutral party might say the blame rests as much with the actors 
in the system than with the system itself. The second half of chapter five offers an 
alternative view of for-profit business in a capitalist context. The emerging corporate 
concept of Social Business is an example of the pursuit of profit for the common good; a 
secular business notion that very much overlaps missional aims of the post-Christian 
church.  
 
Three Socially Conscious Trends in American Business Practice  
 Michael E. Porter of Harvard Business School is a leading microeconomics expert 
on competitive strategy in the global marketplace. An award-winning scholar, Porter has 
spent much of his academic career arguing how companies and nations can gain 
competitive advantages in the free market by leveraging power through social or 
environmental problems created by business itself. In recent years, Porter has shifted his 
work towards a more socially conscious approach believing that shared-value for-profit 
businesses are both more profitable and sustainable. What is really fascinating about the 
shift in his work is Porter’s inclusion of value-centered competition.103 He points out that 
for much of the 20th century, American businesses created social problems such as 
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environmental or health problems in order to profit from them by selling their solutions in 
the marketplace. Creating problems and ills for the consumer (such as pollution) was a 
widely accepted way to gain profit and keep investors satisfied with annual returns. 
Notably, this kind of “problem-making” capitalism—with little to no regard for the welfare 
of human beings or the environment—is one of the social ills of capitalism to which the 
Social Gospel Movement of the early-20th century reacted vehemently. However, where 
these corporations were once value-neutral and felt no obligation to the well-being of the 
consumer, there is a growing trend among corporations towards becoming value-centered 
and socially responsible104; or, “doing-good,” in a way that is both sustainable, ethical, and 
profitable. Porter believes that “since all wealth is created by business,” the solution to 
solving social problems is two-fold: business and, more specifically—profit. Whereas he 
once believed that creating more problems equaled more profit, he now understands that 
shared value sustains profit.   
 In their book, “Creating Shared Value: How to Reinvent Capitalism and Unleash a 
Wave of Innovation and Growth,” Porter and Mark R. Kramer’s work outlines a formula 
of cooperation for solving these large-scale problems through for-profit business. They see 
the solution as the sum of shared value of non-profits (or, non-governmental 
organizations—“NGO’s”) with the economic value of for-profits.105 In other words, for-
 
104 For a thorough description of social business see Muhammad Yunus, Building a Social 
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social or ecological need or crisis relief such that the company’s investors “donate” their 
earned dividends towards alleviating the need. 
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profits and non-profits should cooperate to unite the social mission of non-profits with the 
business models of for-profits; therefore, creating a sustainable solution that is scalable 
(because of profit) and consumer-ecology-socially centered (because of value) to resolve 
social ills. For churches, this means learning to combine the mechanics and achievement 
of for-profits with the church’s missional values to create scalable businesses aimed at 
public-community needs.  
 Secondly, Lisa Gansky, entrepreneur and author of “The Mesh: Why the Future of 
Business is Sharing,” believes the Great Recession caused Americans to rethink their 
relationships with things in their lives relative to their value; specifically, things in our lives 
we typically ignore or waste. She believes we’re now more attune to widespread problems 
such as population growth, climate change, and distrust of global big brands. At the same 
time, she believes Americans are more open to local business while also being more 
connected to more people than at any time in human history.106 Emerging from the recent 
recession, Gansky highlights the social phenomenon of “sharing” or “meshing.” Meshing 
is the interconnected social community of consumers and their relationship to goods and 
services in the marketplace.107 Meshing sees value in things that we often take for granted, 
throw away or waste. She points out that a company may be described as meshing if it 
meets three criteria of connection: to one another, to a social network, or to the sharing of 
physical goods.  
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 A prime example of meshing is the idea behind Zipcar, a vehicle-sharing business. 
While many post-recession consumers in urban areas sold or were unable to purchase a 
vehicle, other consumers took note of how little time they actually spent in their vehicles 
and how much time their vehicles were “wasted” sitting in parking lots or driveways. 
Gansky notes, Zipcar was formed to mesh together an online social network of like-minded 
consumers to make a profit while at the same time meeting a real social need and problem 
of vehicle affordability. Gansky provides other examples of “meshing” businesses such as 
pop-up restaurants, art-galleries, craft fairs, and clothing rental shops that unite consumers 
through a sharing-kind of initiative with a goal to make a profit.  
 For mainline churches, Gansky’s concept of meshing suggests that parishes might 
begin by identifying wasted or unused church-owned assets and then decide whether or not 
those assets could meet a local need. For example, an urban mainline congregation might 
identify unused building space and at the same time recognize the community need for 
affordable office rental or storage space. The church could then form a for-profit business 
on this concept of leasing unused building space at an affordable price to non-profits or 
other “secular” organizations who share a mission similar to the church. Another example 
might be a church identifying two wasted assets: such as a physical asset and a personnel 
asset. In this example, the church identifies a physical asset such as their kitchen, which 
might only be used on special occasions or once-a-week for a church meal; but also, that a 
large number of retired church members have disposable time during the week to volunteer. 
In this hypothetical, the church might identify the local community of ready-made meals 
for families with two working parents. The church could use the kitchen and retired 
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members to prepare hundreds of ready-made meals to sell locally taking advantage of two 
wasted assets while meeting a community need. In this way, a meshing business is as much 
of a practical ecclesial possibility as it is an economic trend.  
 A third trend in American business is Social Entrepreneurship or the idea that 
business is created to bring about some social change. David Bornstein and Susan Davis 
offer one definition of SE as “a process by which citizens build or transform institutions to 
advance solutions to social problems, such as poverty, illness, illiteracy, environmental 
destruction, human rights abuses and corruption, in order to make life better for many.”108 
The authors go on to say there is no universally accepted definition of SE due to the 
immensity of the scope and quality of addressing social problems through innovation. One 
significant difference between social entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship, generally, is 
that “Social Entrepreneurs work to ensure that sensible ideas [towards the common good] 
take root and actually change people’s thinking and behavior across a society,”109 while 
other entrepreneurs may only innovate towards producing a profit and not solving complex 
social problems.  
 The parallel to enacting mainline church for-profit businesses might not be initially 
clear unless a word is said about the role of the social entrepreneur. If it is assumed that the 
entrepreneur is one individual then the impact of the entrepreneur is limited by 
relationships, networks, and resources; however, if the social entrepreneur is itself an entire 
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network, such as a congregational community, the possibilities for change in a local 
community through business are vast and resources amplified. Thus, a congregation (as a 
whole) can assume the role of social entrepreneur to solve a local community need through 
for-profit business innovation. Missional values of churches overlap with many of the aims 
of the social entrepreneur, which are to solve global problems towards a better world.  
 These three trends in American for-profit business practice parallel and encourage 
the intent behind congregational for-profit experiments. Each trend set forth here—shared-
value capitalism, meshing, and social entrepreneurship—describe changes in the practice 
of capitalism that parallel church missional aims. Each trend as a secular business concept 
offers an entry to congregational conversations of how secular business practice relates to 
theological mission. The ill effects of capitalism will continue to haunt society as long as 
innovation towards solution is limited by negative misconceptions of the system and failure 
to imagine creativity towards the common good played out in the free market. Capitalism, 
as the modern financial context of the mainline American church, offers religious 
institutions the economic freedom to innovate and create solutions to local and global needs 
in a sustainable (sustaining resources) way that no other modern economic system can 
provide. The final chapter of section one highlights two examples of historic Christian 
institutions who have chosen to embrace capitalism as a means to address social needs and 







Trappists and the Free-Market: Ecclesial For-Profits in Practice 
“…for then are they truly monks when they live by the labor of their hands, as did our 
Fathers and the Apostles.” -Chapter 48, St. Benedict’s Rule110 
 
  
 The previous chapter set forth a historical relationship between capitalism and 
Christianity such that Judeo-Christian values informed the development of modern 
financial thinking and systems. It also introduced the concepts of for-profit social business 
and social entrepreneurship as secular parallels to theological goals in an ecclesial, 
missional-centered, business. Chapter six moves from a historical relationship between 
church and free-market capitalism to providing real-world examples in church practice of 
ecclesial business in the free-market. The examples presented here are ecclesial-social 
businesses in practice and serve to support the participation of contemporary churches and 
faith groups in the free-market. These examples also suggest a moral, ethical, and 
theological framework necessary to ecclesial for-profit business with a missional or faith 
objective. To experience this faith-led ecclesial-social business first-hand, I was fortunate 
in May 2019 to travel to monasteries in Belgium and the Netherlands to conduct interviews 
with Trappist monks about their for-profit businesses. The interviews and information 
gleaned from the interviews and visits is presented below in support of mainline church 
participation in local markets. 
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Benedictine-Trappist Business as Example of Ecclesial For-Profit Business 
 As previously shown, the practice of religion and the principles of for-profit 
business are historically and culturally complimentary.111 In recent decades, Steve Jobs’ 
insistence on Buddhist and Hindu teachings shaping the design of Apple products and 
corporate office spaces to IBM founder Thomas Watson’s aim to fashion company values 
according to his Methodist upbringing demonstrate how religion and business do often 
work together as silent partners in a cultural dance of faith and economic gain.112 Yet, for 
mainline Christian Protestant churches and faith communities, many ethical and 
theological hurdles prohibit the exploration and experimentation of faith practice in the 
context of for-profit business. Former ServiceMaster CEO, C. William Pollard, in Serving 
Two Masters? Reflections on God and Profit, asks the key question, “How does one serve 
God and make money and do so in a way that is consistent with the teachings of Jesus?”113 
Acknowledged previously, since there is a delicate line between loving God and neighbor 
while pursuing a winning business concept in the competitive marketplace, theological and 
ethical considerations abound. Practically speaking, what does it mean to be both a spiritual 
seeker of Christ and a worker after profit? 
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 Church history is flush with examples of faith communities effectively managing 
for-profit businesses established from necessity. ‘Necessity’ here means the establishment 
of a for-profit business to raise revenue towards ministry expenses when tithes, gifts, and 
offerings are severely limited or limiting. The specific reason for the revenue deficit is less 
important than the resolve itself but it could be due to economic swings, natural disaster, a 
steep rise in local community unemployment, war-torn region, or inflation. Towards 
resolving the deficit, successful for-profit businesses have manifested through sustainable 
forms of intentional Christian community for centuries—even as early as the 9th century 
CE.114 Thus, not only is there a substantiated precedent for Christian community serving 
as a for-profit business but also many of the businesses continue to thrive today in the form 
of Benedictine and Trappist115 monasteries in Western Europe and various Benedictine 
monasteries in North America. Subsequently, the well-established tradition of for-profit 
Christian business means there is also a well-established way of life or rule for balancing 
faith and profit. The theological dilemma between selfless Christian living and striving for 
profit is difficult but not impossible. For many monastics, the Rule of St. Benedict has not 
only governed the monastery as a spiritual community but organized and governed the 
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community members as a business organization.116 In what specific ways, then, do brothers 
balance their faith and work commitments? 
 According to corporate entrepreneur and long-time disciple of Mepkin Abbey 
(located in Berkeley County, South Carolina), August Turak, “[Trappist] monks are not 
profit-driven people who happen to think about higher purpose once in a while. They are 
people passionately committed to their mission of selfless service to God and others who 
happen to have a business.”117 Trappist monks do for-profit business but not at the expense 
of their primary mission. Likewise, these Cistercian118 orders are able to effectively run 
for-profit businesses that benefit the order and identified local community needs. Turak 
goes on to say, “The secret to the monks’ success is not that they have managed to establish 
the mythical ‘healthy balance’ between their personal and professional lives. The secret is 
that their personal, organizational and business lives are all subset of their one, high, 
overarching mission—becoming the best [selfless] human beings they can possibly be.”119 
In other words, by centering their life in the mission, selflessness flows through every 
aspect of their work. Monastics balance the life of prayer with the work of profit because 
of their dedication to the mission of God and the selfless aim of the gospel.   
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 As presented in chapter five, the uneasy truth of capitalism is that it works as an 
economic system because of self-interest and greed.120 Capitalism happens when some-one 
or group with an economic self-interest wins at the expense or loss of a second person or 
group. Of course, there are varying degrees of competitive business practice but essentially 
the motive behind capitalism is to win market share and consumer base through aggressive 
tactics. However, Benedictine orders have demonstrated for centuries that selfless living 
and profitable business practice are not mutually exclusive.  
 Turak provides a specific example of the value system he has experienced first-
hand as a non-vowed disciple working at Mepkin Abbey. He points to the monastery’s for-
profit work as a mushroom farm, a renewable timber forest, and as sellers of organic 
fertilizer. In addressing how the mission-oriented monks are able, theologically speaking, 
to operate their business within a capitalist framework, he offers these words from personal 
experience: “… [I have observed] the monks are not in the mushroom, fertilizer or forestry 
business. Like great archers, they aim past their targets….[such that] the counterintuitive 
secret that the monks…have discovered is that the more successfully we forget our selfish 
motivations, the more successful we become.”121  The monastic aim of selfless living 
results in successful business because the focus is not on profit but on the greater mission 
to serve selflessly—as Christ would serve. Trappists and Benedictines fully devote 
themselves to their work as an expression of service and selflessness, which humbly 
subverts the winner-take-all mentality inherent to capitalism. Consequently, the Trappist 
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mission and business model not only offer the mainline Protestant community a business 
exemplar for financial sustainability in a post-Christian culture but, moreover, a spiritual 
model for the whole of Christian living. 
 
Exploring a Case-Study: Trappist (Benedictine) Business and the Rule 
 In May and June 2019, I set out on pilgrimage to learn from Belgian, Dutch monks 
how monasteries have effectively balanced the life of faith and the work of business for 
many centuries. My journey began in Orval, Belgium and later ended in Echt, Netherlands. 
My expectation was to find a uniform approach to business and faith among the 
monasteries; however, I seriously underestimated the extent to which this was true. 
Benedictines manage cloistered living according to the Rule of St. Benedict (circa 540 CE), 
which is a strict guideline for both life in community and their work. The Rule “proposes 
a symbiotic relationship between [work and prayer,]”122 and I witnessed first-hand how 
Benedictine monks fully devote themselves to a “covenant of work” (such as their for-
profit business) to create revenue for living expenses and to support their local communities 
through gifts of charity.  
Unlike “begging”123 traditions, such as in some Greek monasteries or the order, 
where brothers “beg” for financial gifts to cover expenses, Benedict believed monastics 
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should echo the literal work ethic of James’ New Testament epistle which he claimed 
stated, “Work without faith is dead.” 124  Benedict’s Rule introduced to spiritual 
communities the motto, ora et labora, which means, “to work is to pray.” Thus, through 
beer-making, cheese-making, winemaking, farming, and other craft-ventures, Benedictine 
monks such as Trappist’s earn a living through business as a means of spirituality and 
prayer, or, —as an ever-present connection with God.  
 What I learned by spending time with Trappist monks (and most significant to 
Benedictine/Trappist for-profit endeavors) is the degree to which these communities have 
prioritized their end goal or telos as the mission of God instead of profit for profit’s sake. 
It would seem, to an outsider, that the temptation to compete or win market share would 
easily overwhelm spiritual motivation. But as I would learn during my pilgrimage—to say 
simply: monks work to live; they do not live to work. Turak says similarly: “[Monks] are 
in the business of serving God by serving one another and their neighbors. They are 
spiritual people who happen to run businesses; they are not profit-driven people who 
happen to have a sideline interest in PR purposes.”125 In maintaining a spirituality of 
selflessness through community living, even amidst for-profit work in a selfish-driven 
culture, monastics succeed in maintaining love for God over and above the tangible fruit 
(profit) of their life’s work.  
 Quentin R. Skrabec, Professor of Business at the University of Findlay, sees the 
Benedictine end as the becoming and organizing of God’s blessed community. Benedict’s 
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Rule is first and foremost an organizational tool for those spiritual communities in process 
of becoming. Skrabec says, “The Rule of St. Benedict is the oldest living organizational 
document in the Western world. The Rule was written to bring order to the rapidly growing 
monastic communities of the period. The Rule was not a spiritual guide, but an 
organizational guide for spiritual communities.”126 In this sense, The Rule functions not 
only as an organizing tool for monastics but also as a pre-modern organizational flow chart 
for business administration and management.  
 Skrabec argues that in teaching monks to organize effectively while encouraging 
relationship to local non-monastic community entities, The Rule resulted in primitive 
versions of supply chain economics.127 In other words, monks learned to do for-profit 
business efficiently and cheaply by hiring out different parts of the production process. 
Skrabec goes as far as to say that medieval Benedictine centers generated enough revenue 
through for-profit business to save western civilization, and, further, its [the Rule’s] 
organizational principles gave rise to the industrial revolution.128 He supports this massive 
claim in accentuating the Rule’s genius in democratically organizing the promotion of 
shared ideas, noting, “The strength of organizational communities [organized according to 
the St. Benedict’s Rule] is their ability to pull all to a common destiny.”129 Applying this 
wisdom to present-day mainline Protestant churches who are risking the pitfalls of for-
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profit business might mean the option of a systematized and historically-tested means such 
as St. Benedict’s Rule to organize a business in or as a faith community.  
 What follows are two interviews conducted with Trappist monks regarding their 
monasteries’ particular for-profit business models and the cultural-ethical-theological 
implications therein. Over the course of two weeks (in May 2019) I conducted five 
interviews in five monasteries—four Trappist monasteries and a Benedictine monastery in 
Western Europe. The pilgrimage consisted of visits and interviews with the following 
monastic communities (location and beer or product name in parentheses): Orval Abbey 
(Belgium—Orval Beer), Scourmont Abbey (Belgium—Chimay Beer), Our Lady of the 
Sacred Heart (Belgium—Westmalle Beer), Sint-Sixtus Abbey (Belgium—Westvleteren 8 
and 12 Beers), and Lilbosch Abbey (Netherlands—hog farming). 
 Of these five interview transcripts, I have narrowed to two which were particularly 
useful for the questions at heart of the thesis. That is not to say that the remaining interviews 
were not useful but rather to say much of the conversations were recurring themes from 
previous interviews or contained a monk’s personal narrative with the monastery rather 
than engagement with the business enterprise itself. Of the two transcripts below, I have 
culled each for material pertinent to the thesis. In total, I collected roughly four hours of 
formal interview material and the three-hours of informal interviews and research gleaned 
from conversations at monasteries and local businesses. 
 Each of the two selected interviews addresses the following prompts: 1) Balancing 
faith and business as a person and community of Christian faith; 2) The theological 
meaning latent to the day-to-day work of the business; and, 3) How the business profit is 
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spent and who decides how profit will be spent or re-invested in the monastery or local 
community. Paired with each interview is some contextual narrative about the purpose and 
history of each monastery. Closing out the chapter are reflections and conclusions on how 
Trappist business practices might offer new theological frameworks for mainline Protestant 
churches in the United States considering for-profit business as an alternative revenue 
stream. 
 
Interview: Brother Xavier, Abbaye Notre-Dame d’Orval (Orval Abbey)— 
May 23, 2019130 
 Abbaye Notre-Dame d’ Orval (Orval Abbey) has a long and storied history dating 
back to 1040 CE. Though the present chapel and facilities were completed in 1948, the 
monastery grounds have hosted a monastic community since the eleventh century with the 
exception of the 19th century when the monastery lay in ruins after the French Revolution. 
In 1926, the monastery grounds were re-gifted to the French Cistercian Order by the de 
Harenne family to re-establish a monastic community on the property.131 While Orval 
Abbey is known today for its world-renown Belgian strong ale, which has been brewed 
and distributed since 1931, brewing was not the initial business of the community. Prior to 
brewing, the monks at Orval made blacksmith forges by hand for the emerging steel 
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industry in the 17th and 18th centuries and the revenue went towards building new 
facilities.132 In 1931, Orval Abbey built its first brewery and began distributing beer within 
Belgium. Presently, 85% of Orval’s production is sold within Belgium and 15% is 
distributed globally. The interview at Orval was conducted with Brother Xavier who is the 
President of the International Trappist Association and a brother at Orval Monastery.  
 
Interview Transcript Highlights:  
 
Question: Please describe for me a general picture of the Trappist business model—are 
they similar at each Trappist monastery or does each monastery have the autonomy to 
create their own model? 
Brother Xavier: “We have the same business model at all Trappist monasteries…The 
business model is to make enough to provide for the monastery needs and to give away 
any leftover…our model reflects our monastic culture and tradition in following the Rule 
of St. Benedict…the Cistercian tradition…these intersect with our current church theology 
or community spirituality. We [the monastic community] are bound by our tradition…and 
that informs all we do whether it be our labor or prayer or study…As you may know, 
monastic business practice dates back to the 9th century AD. Since then Cistercians have 
worked to earn a living and through that work to supply what the community needed. In 
early days [earlier centuries] it was mostly agricultural business…animal [husbandry] and 
crop sharing. It was not until the last few centuries that you began to see monastics move 
 





towards more popular products such as beer, wine, cheese…Cistercians moved to these 
products because there was a market for them and because they were largely weather 
resistant with the exception of hop crops…now many Trappists (there are 12 of us with 
that moniker) have a two-prong business approach—the sale of beer and cheese—although 
a couple houses still focus on farming or vestment making…it really depends on the abbots, 
the number of brothers in the cloister, and their local market….for a monastery to be 
labeled Trappist means that it’s not just a name about their beliefs or practices but a 
business label showing its authenticity… Every part of the business process is examined 
and must be in sync with the Rule of St. Benedict, the gospel and Cistercian tradition… If 
a monastery wants their product to be labeled as Trappist, they must follow a very strict 
code…there are no exceptions. This is why there are currently only 12 Trappist 
monasteries. Some brothers want to follow their own rules and be independent.” 
Question: Describe for me the labor of the brothers here at Orval. What does a typical day 
look like for a monk? How are they involved (to what extent) in the brewing process?  
Brother Xavier: “Everything we do in our work of business is meant for charity [love]…but 
for many years now the brothers have had nothing to do with the making of the beer. We 
do not want brothers sharing in another’s…potential struggle with alcohol. We also do not 
want the brothers to be held liable—legally or spiritually— for anything that could go 
wrong…for insurance reasons and for spiritual reasons we abstain from beer making. Most 
of the brothers at Orval are administrators in the brewing or cheese business…accountants, 
office managers, shipping and handling agents…but none of them are directly involved in 
the brewing process…we hire local men and women to make and bottle the beer but we 
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ensure the production is of excellent quality…we provide many jobs for our [town] and 
that is part of the ministry….Some of the younger monks—those who haven’t taken their 
full vows—are very involved in the cheese business. This is a good way for younger monks 
to show their humility and work ethic to the abbots before moving to an administration 
role…. On a typical day a brother will work in the cheese factory or in an office in-between 
praying the hours, worship and corporate prayer and meals. We all work longer hours than 
we really want to because the business has grown so much…but we [justify] it because we 
give so much money away to charity…we take our work so very seriously because of this 
opportunity to make a difference.” 
Question: What is the relationship of the monastery to the brewing business? Do the 
brothers own the business? What percentage of profits stay in-house and what percentage 
are given away? 
Brother Xavier: “Orval monastery divides the profits from the beer business by an 80%-
20% ratio. 80% goes to charity and 20% is reinvested in the business and monastery for 
living expenses. I cannot give you an exact figure for a number of reasons but I can tell 
you we do many millions of dollars of business here a year and we give away much of that 
to Catholic charities…we would like all of it to help children with disabilities when 
possible….The brothers do not own the business but the monastery owns [or is a partner 
in] a company, which owns the brewery [at this point in the conversation Brother Xavier 
was hesitant to discuss the actual legal set-up between the business and the monastery] 
…the set-up helps us with the tax liability.” 
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Question: How do you balance running such a large business with meeting your spiritual 
commitments? How do you balance prayer and business work? 
Brother Xavier: “The Rule [of St. Benedict] is what holds us accountable and focused…We 
never alter our daily routine due to work… and we only work when we aren’t in corporate 
prayer or meals….It takes a lot of discipline and accountability to the brothers to keep our 
focus on prayer such as when we’re preparing for a large global shipment or managing all 
of the day-to-day operations of the company….It is work we do because we are committed 
to God and because we are called to share the business monies with persons in need.” 
 
Interview: Brother Malachi: Lilbosch Abbey/ Echt, Netherlands—May 30, 2019133 
 In striking contrast to the corporate business vibe of Orval Abbey is Lilbosch 
Abbey, a Trappist community and monastery located in Echt, Netherlands—only slightly 
across the border of eastern Belgium in the southeastern Netherlands. A Benedictine 
community has lived and worked at Lilbosch Abbey since the late 1800’s on approximately 
270 acres of farming land. Unlike Orval Abbey, the brothers at Lilbosch are directly 
involved in the entire production process of all goods prepared for sale at market. 
Continuing the same work for over 100 years, Lilbosch monks raise pigs, cow, and bees. 
They sell Trappist labeled pork, beef and honey in regional grocery stores and farmers 
markets.134 At Lilbosch Abbey, I interviewed Brother Malachias. He was selected by the 
 
133 Brother Malachi (Trappist Monk at Lilbosch Abbey, Echt, Netherlands) in 
conversation with the author, May 2019.  
 
134 Brother Malachias (Trappist Monk at Lilbosch Abbey, Echt, Netherlands) in 
conversation with the author, May 2019. 
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abbots to meet with me for two reasons: he is an administrator of the meat business and he 
spoke fluent English.  
 
Interview Transcript Highlights: 
Question: Tell me a little about your business model and what it means to be a Trappist 
monk. 
Brother Malachias: “Trappist monks don’t ask for money. In our Cistercian, our monastic 
way of life with Benedictine origin, you are obliged to earn your living. You have to gain 
your income through your own manual work, through industries. Asking money or begging 
for money is not the way we are doing it in Trappist monasteries. We [Lilbosch Abbey] 
are one of the few monasteries who still have agricultural business. It is not financially so 
profitable. Brewing beer is much more profitable. We choose to stick to the agricultural 
model because we love the silence and solitude…. since approximately 1090—Benedictine 
monasteries have worked in marketplace businesses and they were mostly agricultural. Our 
other Trappist brothers try to convince us all the time to switch to beer or wine, but we 
have said no. We don’t want to work that much and we enjoy our peaceful setting here on 
the farm….We have 110 hectares on our farm and another 40 that we loan out for what you 
might call crop-sharing…for our Dutch country, this is a very big farm. We have two lay 
people with part-time jobs here and we partly do the work ourselves and some companies 
do the machine work…. We hire out the largest machines to do a few days of plowing. We 
save money this way by not purchasing the machines….We have some crops—cereals, 
sugar beets, maize and then we have the bees and the animals we raise….Our purpose is to 
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only work enough to earn what we need to live on….our business model is very different 
from some of our other Trappist brothers.” 
Question: Do brothers intentionally choose this way of life [farming] over the corporate 
brewing environment happening at…let’s say at Chimay or Westmalle or Orval? 
Brother Malachias: “We started here in 1883. The other monasteries were too crowded. 
They [other Benedictine monasteries] bought the property here and it was a moor—
uncultivated fields…so the monks cultivated it…We still get money from the state to 
preserve the moor…. [circling back around to my first question] We have a pig stable now. 
We had a milk cow farm until 1992. It was very labor intensive. We used the milk to make 
cheese and butter. We always had a struggle meeting the labor needs—even on holidays…. 
It had such an impact on our way of life and always needing a monk to be there working. 
We thought we should stop that….so yes brothers who are looking for the quiet life might 
choose our monastery over another but that is of God you know.” 
Question: Tell me something of your general philosophy of business and how your 
theology informs your work? 
Brother Malachias: “There is a very aggressive market for pigs here…the whole market is 
aggressive. We didn’t want to produce the lowest price. We didn’t want to abuse the 
animals to get to the lowest prices. That’s not the way Christians should do business…We 
want to live together with the animals and handle them according to their own nature. We 
believe that if you are not acting against creation but acting according to creation it will 
give you a…a plus. If you abuse the animals, it will destroy the real taste of the meat. If 
you handle them respectfully and not against their nature, then the animal will give you a 
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plus and a specific taste…. our way of …our creation theology…we thought, or developed, 
the way of keeping pigs according to our ethical and theological lines and ideas. We have 
to gain something to live our life here [even on the farm] so we told the story [our creation 
theology to the public] and said this is worth such and such a price…You have to have a 
good story that supports your values….People are prepared to pay high prices [for our 
pork] because our values are important to them. We did it because we knew, we felt, the 
most aggressive in the market are always losers…The farmers we hire have the same 
ethical standards as us…[and] we use a part of our income to the development of our 
model.” 
Question: Would you share with me how much you are able to give to charity? 
Brother Malachias: “We don’t have a fixed amount to give to charity—the part that is 
plus—is given away…we have a small scale here…not like the breweries.” 
Question: Would you revisit my [previous] question on the theology that informs your 
work? You gave a really beautiful response and I’d like to hear more about your creation 
theology and work on the farm.  
Brother Malachias: “What is wrong in our opinion is to make a division or separate these 
two worlds—your company making money with closed eyes and closed consciousness and 
then you pray for generosity for the people. It should be interlocked…Unity is very 
important to us. Company and prayer should be interconnected. Pay attention to the human 
scale. You have to work in a constant-ness of God’s presence. If you have too much haste 
or too much work, you cannot sustain God’s presence. Prayers don’t stop with work…You 
take prayer with you. To live in the conscious presence of God, that falls down if you have 
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too much work…The measure for each person is not the same…Some can do a lot and 
have the freedom to pray and some can do only a small job. You must do your work so that 
it can lead a prayer life during and in the work. We strive to work in such a way that living 
in God’s presence is maintained. We want to earn optimal money not maximum 
money….What I’m trying to say is the gospel is the center….We have the conviction, 
belief that we are human beings who may use creation as images of God and should do it 
as God would do it. We should treat animals and creation in the same way as God does it. 
We are created in God’s image and likeness and the more we are liken as God would do 
it… it makes us more human and creation more of creation. You shouldn’t impose things 
on creation, you should investigate it and see its own way of being and strengthening that 
nature not imposing on it. You should work within the…characteristics of the nature. That 
gives a richness that is beyond our expectation. This is our creation theology of conviction 
in all we do here….Our greatest moral problem at the monastery is in the pork division—
if you have pork that has value and you ask higher price only those who are more wealthy 
can afford to buy them….we really struggle with this dilemma but again we want to honor 
the creation and not abuse the animals to make more profit so we live with heavy-hearts 
about the prices of our pork.” 
Question: Could you tell me about decision-making in the business and who decides what 
direction the business will take? How does administration take place in the business? 
Brother Malachias: “We do come together as an entire order but no so often and [when we 
do] we discuss who is doing what work and is it too much or too heavy…is it according to 
his capacities? The main discussion on such topics is between the abbots and the monk. 
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The most important way of discussing is one on one. The abbot has a few wise monks to 
assist him….but in the business…let’s say discussion about the future of the pork 
business…the abbot and the monk who is in charge of the pig division will have that 
discussion…we don’t open up for group discussion that information which doesn’t involve 
everyone in the order…we keep it between the abbot and the responsible monk.” 
 
Conclusions from the Case-Study: What the Trappist Business Model Might Mean 
for Mainline Church For-Profit Experiments 
 Recalling the introductory chapter, the context for these interviews stemmed from 
my experience serving in a mainline Protestant congregation during the Great Recession 
of the late 2000’s. The broader question I sought to address through the interviews and 
pilgrimage was: Might a mainline U.S. congregation remain faithful to the mission of God 
while also engaging the wider culture by establishing a for-profit business? The oral 
interviews and research gathered from hours of interviews with Trappist and Benedictine 
monks in Western Europe were invaluable to addressing this key question. Based on these 
interviews and subsequent book research, I have written the following conclusions 
regarding the Trappist case-study in the context of ecclesial-social business:  
 For-profit business or free-market business is not exclusive to secularism but is 
historically and presently embraced by some communities of Christians. The abuse of 
capitalism for selfish personal or corporate gain is widespread but not ubiquitous as seen 
in monastic businesses. Trappist and Benedictine monks clearly demonstrate—historically 
and through contemporary business practice—that for-profit ventures are a theologically 
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and biblically-supported means to raise revenue to support the broader mission of God in 
Christ and the needs of the faith community. The total good for-profit business can provide 
to the ecclesial institution and the local community--as shown in this case-study—might 
outweigh the fear and effects of greed and abuse inherent to secular notions of business.  
 Trappist and Benedictine monks demonstrate selfless, transformational leadership 
in local economies and marketplaces by establishing strict ethical values from which to 
live and also manage the business. The Rule of St. Benedict provides monks a means to 
practice focused selflessness in each present moment—in work and prayer. The Rule 
enables monks to do business in a way that is counter-cultural and counter-intuitive to 
generalized secular capitalism. A mainline faith community considering a for-profit 
business might benefit from their own “rule” of sorts that would define values, covenant 
how profit will be spent, and the process by which decisions are made for the good of the 
community.135 This kind of leadership, ethical business-ministry covenant is recommended 
in chapter seven.  
 The Rule (or, similar guideline) alone is not enough to sustain the business as a 
Christian business. It is in commitment to the good news of Christ (as selfless agents of 
God to the needs of the customer and community) which ultimately frames all work in the 
business. The metaphor of foot-washing from chapter 13 of John’s gospel is helpful here 
in seeing what service towards the customer (the other) looks like.  
 
135 A covenant or “rule” example for mainline ecclesial businesses is provided in section 
two of the thesis.  
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 There is no ideal size for a faith community’s for-profit business. The business 
should scale according to faith community needs and not from a desire for profit. What is 
needed to begin the business is the identification of a consumer-need in the local 
marketplace for which the church has the capable resources to meet through business. 
 Lastly, a complete and total dedication to the business as an overflow of God’s 
mission is necessary for it to flourish. Not all, in fact, not most for-profit faith community 
businesses will achieve a global scale such as Orval or Chimay. Still, mainline Protestant 
communities can be wholly devoted to a cause beyond themselves that is mutual beneficial 
for the church and the local community. The lasting success of monastic for-profit business 
is due to their insightfulness in recognizing market/consumer needs but by engaging 
customers from their total dedication to loving God and neighbor as their primary mission.  
 
Concluding Section One 
 Section one attempted to argue that for-profit business (as a social and cultural 
economic practice) and the Christian life in the context of a mainline Protestant church are 
not mutally exclusive institutions but rather historically intertwined socio-cultural partners. 
The evidence of a declining mainline Protestant church in American means more mainline 
churches will face difficult decisions surrounding owned assets and what to do with them. 
For-profit business as an alternative revenue source is one option mainline churches might 
adopt to stem declining revenue towards institutional maintenance but most importantly 
increased ministry capacity towards missional aims.  
 Trappist and Benedictine monastic business models provided historical support for 
the practice of for-profit business in the church while current missional models of post-
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Christian faith practice (such as those emerging on the American west coast) offered 
ecclesial-missional paradigms for doing innovative for-profit experiments at the parish 
level. Lastly, Follettian organizational thinking provided a point of intersection between 
leading secular and biblical leadership concepts in such a way that for-profit ecclesial 
leadership might remain selfless or Christian. Whereas section one carved out a 
theological-missional path for mainline Protestant churches to consider for-profit business 
as a church practice, section two attempts to implement those concepts in demonstrating 





























































Forming a For-Profit Business at a Local Church136 
 Section two now shifts from the theology and rationale behind an ecclesial for-
profit business to the establishment of an actual ecclesial for-profit business in practice. 
Below, chapter seven offers a generic plan a congregation might employ to move from 
vision to implementation of the vision. While there is no universal, “one-size-fits-all” 
rubric for the myriad of church denominational and polity backgrounds, the following 
planning framework aims to be adaptable and reproducible for varying contexts. As a 
working model for planning, chapter seven recommends Richard Osmer’s four 
methodological questions of Practical Theological inquiry to move a local church through 
the thinking and planning stages of innovating alternative revenue streams. Lastly, chapter 
seven utilizes the concept of asset mapping and moves to a discussion of long-term 
implications and considerations in managing a for-profit ecclesial-based business. 
 
Identifying a Contextual Problem: “What is going on?” 
 Whether through recognizing data trends in a church budget or shared 
congregational narratives, contextual problems of a financial nature are not hard to identify 
if they are verifiable problems. It’s never a secret when the finance committee tells the 
 
136 At the outset of chapter seven, it is important to note again that there are no “one-size-
fits-all” models for forming creative ecclesial businesses. Just as there are countless polities 
and theologies of church practice, there are as many ways or more to go about planning 
and executing an ecclesial business plan. The thesis has aimed to provide the necessary 
theological considerations as tools towards forming ecclesial businesses knowing each 
local church should decide what works best for them as an unfolding of their discernment 
of God’s desire for their church.  
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ministry staff to expect cuts to staff health insurance plans and ministry programming 
budgets; nor is it a secret when staff positions are eliminated due to declining funds. The 
public is aware when churches are forced to repurpose or sell assets or close their doors. 
Simply put, contextual problems are identifiable if they are verifiable and they are 
verifiable through both data and local, folk narrative. Generally speaking, the minister will 
not have to introduce the congregation to a contextual problem, it will be present to the 
congregants as topic of conversation and in their unspoken anxieties. Given that there is no 
perfect or perfectly stable (financially-speaking) post-Christian church, the question then 
is not whether there is a contextual problem but who will take responsibility for naming it. 
As rabbi and leadership thinker Edwin Friedman once wrote, “Whether we are considering 
a toothache, a tumor, a relational bind, a technical problem, crime, or the economy, most 
individuals and most social systems, irrespective of their culture, gender, or ethnic 
background, will “naturally” choose or revert to chronic conditions of bearable pain rather 
than face the temporarily more intense anguish of acute conditions that are the gateway to 
becoming free.”137 In other words, the pain of acceptance and fear of the repercussions in 
naming the problem prevents otherwise rational people from making a rational decision for 
the betterment of the church or organization.  
 Naming problems and accepting the reality and necessity of change, particularly in 
aging institutions, is nothing if not difficult. The swirling tide of congregant emotions, 
opinions, theologies and anxieties prevents many an organization or church from achieving 
 
137 Edwin Friedman, A Failure of Nerve: Leadership in the Age of the Quick Fix (New 
York: Seabury Books, 1999), 60.  
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freedom and future growth. The first step, therefore, in a congregation moving towards 
innovative alternative revenue sources should be identifying verifiable problems and 
naming those problems openly and willingly. To begin the process of innovative change 
without naming a verifiable problem (such as local church decline in the context of national 
church decline) is to risk creating a whirlwind of “wicked problems” such as undue 
organizational anxiety, loss of congregational confidence, and organizational confusion. 
To say again, first verify a contextual problem and then address it openly and honestly.   
 
Selecting Leaders for Communicating and: “Why is it going on?” 
 When a contextual problem has been identified and verified, the local church clergy 
in connection with lay leaders might next decide what, if anything, to do about it. Notably, 
the thesis has argued in favor of proactive versus reactive solutions to contextual problems 
with the understanding that not all congregations will benefit or gain from a for-profit 
business experiment. Still, assuming the desire for change is present, Osmer’s methodology 
poses the subsequent question for consideration, “Why is [the contextual problem] going 
on?” Or, “why are our finances stretched thin? Why is membership declining? Why are we 
in this pickle?” The senior minister or similar leader in a congregation, as transformational 
leader practicing the selfless love of Christ to the congregation, should decide who is best 
suited to present to the church why change and innovation are needed. To be sure, the form 
and function of this presentation should be carefully considered. As Harvard Business 
School professor and management expert John P. Kotter explains, “People change what 
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they do less because they are given analysis that shifts their thinking than because they are 
shown a truth that influences their feeling (italics his).”138  
 In the context of church decline, a presentation that points to numbers, figures, and 
data may not lead to a congregational desire to change; however, sharing the story of how 
the church could better live out the missio Dei in the 21st century might serve as impetus 
or truth to change. Here we are reminded that transformational leadership happens when 
followers are moved to higher levels of morality and a shared destiny or purpose. In this 
proposal, the pastor or selected senior lay leader(s) serves as transformational leader to 
bind the destiny of the local church to enacting the missio Dei in a way that is mutually 
beneficial to the church and local community. It is vitally important to choose leaders who 
can communicate the contextual problem in a way that motivates the desire for greater 
levels of commitment to ministry rather than simply to fixing a problem.  
 
Asset-Mapping as Tool for Determining Ministry-Business Concepts:  
“What ought to be going on?” 
 When the leadership to communicate change to the congregation is identified, it is 
time to begin narrowing possibilities for change or—possibilities for alternative revenue 
sources. Of utmost importance, there is a logical and proactive way to approach this task. 
According to Susan Rans and Hilary Altman of the Asset-Based Community Development 
Institute for Policy Research at Northwestern University, “Rather than focusing on deficits, 
 
138 John P. Kotter, The Heart of Change: Real-Life Stories of How People Change Their 




[effective grassroots organizations working from a particular asset-based framework] 
emphasized their assets by exploring and building on one or more of five categories of 
community resources: ‘The skills and talents of local people, the web of local voluntary 
associations, the strengths of local institutions [public, private and non-profit], the available 
land and physical property, and the local economy,” (quoted in Kretzmann and 
McKnight).139 Rans and Altman go on to say, “By mobilizing these assets in a variety of 
ways, the communities…studied managed to create new opportunities and to build strength 
from within.”140 In other words, the process to implementing new alternative revenue 
strategies does not happen on a whim or in random idealism. Congregations using asset-
mapping can carefully analyze what gifts, skills, talents, relationships, and property they 
possess and make a decision from the grassroots upwards as to how their assets can be 
mutually beneficial. Further, “The gifts and skills of [churches] and the assets of the 
physical community are always the starting place…These assets need to be identified and 
mobilized.”141 
 The next question is how does asset-mapping work and who should carry out the 
process in the local church? The selected leadership should assemble an asset-mapping 
 
139 J.P. Kretzmann and J. L. McKnight, Building Communities from the Inside Out: A 
Path Toward Finding and Mobilizing a Community’s Assets (Evanston, IL: Institute for 
Policy Research, Northwestern University, 1993). 
 
140 Susan Rans and Hilary Altman, Asset-Based Strategies for Faith Communities: A 
Community Building Workbook (Chicago, IL: Institute for Policy Research, Northwestern 
University, ACTA Publications, 2002), 2.  
 




team or work within an already established organizational unit such as a consistory or 
diaconate. In terms of the tool itself, Luther K. Snow’s work on asset mapping for 
congregations, specifically, his “Quick and Simple Asset Mapping Experience,” is widely 
regarded as the best asset-mapping tool for congregations.142 According to Snow, “[Asset-
Mapping] is a process that can be used with any kind of group, community, or network to 
facilitate positive group collaboration, in as little as an hour.  It is action planning, 
experiential learning, volunteer mobilization, and positive inspiration, all wrapped in 
one.”143 Snow goes on to say, “There are three major benefits of Asset Mapping, which are 
connected in a self-reinforcing cycle of group interaction: 
1. Asset Mapping helps us to recognize assets, strengths and gifts around us – assets 
that are otherwise overlooked, taken for granted, unappreciated, or outside our 
vision. 
2. Asset Mapping propels us to identify beneficial relationships and build on them in 
collaborative action.  
3. Asset Mapping opens up opportunities for action toward the greater good.”144 
 In terms of the actual process, asset-mapping requires a group facilitator to 
introduce the exercise and to ensure group participation. The group will identify assets 
 
142 Luther K. Snow, “What is asset mapping?” Assets for the Good in Groups, last 
modified 2011,  https://www.luthersnow.com/asset-mapping-title-page.html. 
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belonging to the institution in one of five areas: relational, individual, physical, financial, 
and networkable. The first step in asset-mapping is “recognizing your assets” (or, naming 
the assets), the second step is “connecting the dots”  (or, clustering assets according to 
actions your congregation might take using the assets), and the final step is “voting with 
your feet” (or, assembling the work plan to tackle the actions).145  
 For example, XYZ Mainline Downtown Baptist Church might have their diaconate 
participate in an asset-mapping exercise to determine the next steps in their ministry. The 
ministry staff selects “Jenny Smith” to lead the exercise for the group of fifteen deacons. 
Jenny distributes ten blank 5” x 5” index cards to each group member and requests that 
each person write one asset (relational, individual, physical, financial, or network-able) on 
each card. Next Jenny has each group member tape their index cards in a vertical line onto 
a large white board or a wall so that everyone in attendance can see the church assets/gifts 
discovered. Jenny then asks the group of fifteen to split into three groups of five persons. 
Each group of five will step to the white board and think about God’s desire for their 
church. What assets (index cards) on the white board or wall might be clustered together 
to achieve a new ministry or God’s desire for the church? XYZ downtown church might 
cluster together the following index card/assets: “unused classroom space,” “community 
of young millennial entrepreneurs,” “$5,000.00 unused gift in the mission’s budget,” 
“church members who are interior decorators.” Clustering these assets, XYZ church might 
decide to spend money on office furniture to decorate an unused classroom space to be 
 
145 Luther K. Snow, The Power of Asset Mapping: How Your Congregation Can Act on 




used as an affordable rental office for socially conscious young entrepreneurs who can’t 
afford to lease downtown urban office space.  
 Significantly, the asset-mapping process is the point at which a local church can 
determine whether or not a for-profit business is a feasible endeavor for their congregation. 
Following the old adage, “It takes money to make money,” not all churches will discover 
financial assets in their “portfolio” of gifts and resources to use towards a for-profit 
business. Asset-mapping helps point the local congregation in the right direction by 
focusing on what gifts and assets the church possesses rather than what they do not. Thus, 
not all churches will be able to create or sustain for-profit businesses due to limitations in 
capital; however, like XYZ church, many congregations should be able to find alternative 
revenue sources in their already owned assets, which might lead to the possibility of 
forming for-profit businesses in their future.  
 As a final word about asset mapping, Rans and Altman remind us that churches (as 
community institutions) are in themselves an entire asset in the local community: “As local 
institutions, churches must play a role alongside other entities within the specific 
neighborhood or place, discovering and engaging the valuable qualities—specifically the 
gifts and assets—of local community members and associations. And as parts of larger 
institutions and structures, local congregations must utilize the assets of church 
bureaucracies to benefit both constituents—the community of faith and the community of 
place [neighborhood].”146 A creative but workable solution to limited congregational assets 
 




might see churches partnering together or with secular institutions to use their assets in a 
mutually beneficial way.  
 
Executing an Ecclesial Business Plan: “How might we respond?” 
 If the diaconate or steering team identifies assets and gifts that make possible a 
missionally centered for-profit business, then the church should identify a specific 
ecclesial business leadership team to develop and execute a business plan. This team 
should be composed of the ministry staff, responsible lay leaders with business 
experience, and persons who might serve in a consulting capacity as the church navigates 
uncharted waters. Prior to communicating any long-term plans to the congregation, the 
leadership team must decide on a business concept and address a variety of vital 
questions. Using the example above, church XYZ might decide to begin a for-profit 
office space leasing business to socially conscious young entrepreneurs with ten unused 
classrooms in their aging education building. Before contacting interior designers or 
purchasing office furniture, the leadership team must answer several key questions not 




Is the church zoned for commercial business?  
What permits are necessary to operate a business on church 
property?  
Who will do the accounting for the business?  
Should the church form an LLC to avoid losing its non-profit tax 
status?  
  Who will clean the offices and maintain the areas?  
  
  Will the church need to upgrade internet and phone lines to the  
 
  offices? 
   
  What insurance and liability implications should be considered? 
 
 
In this example, once all key questions are addressed and it is determined that the project 
is feasible using the identified congregational gifts and assets then, and only then, should 
the leadership team move forward with communicating to the church a long-term vision 
for the ecclesial business.  
 The next step in the process is to formulate a business plan including a detailed 
budget for the church to approve. The business plan should offer a narrative explanation of 
how the business will function but also how the church will sustain (pay for) it. If an 
experienced businessperson is not one of the church relational assets, the U.S. Small 
Business Administration offers many examples of business plans on their web page.147 In 
 





the case of XYZ church, the identified financial asset was $5,000 for decorations and 
furniture. The leadership team will decide what other funds might be needed to make the 
ecclesial business a reality and include these in the business to the church. Once the 
business plan is finalized, the senior minister and the key lay leadership (such as the 
diaconate or trustees) should follow church polity to determine the next best step forward 
in adopting the business plan; this might be a churchwide vote or the approval of an 
administrative church body.  
 
Preparing for Launch: Sustaining the Ecclesial Business 
 Given XYZ’s diligence in determining the feasibility of the business, receiving 
proper approval from their diaconate as well as an affirmative churchwide vote, the 
leadership team should then decide how to determine long-term success and effectiveness 
of the business. The leadership team might decide to create goals for the business such as 
four tenets in the first six months and then one new tenet every other month until the office 
spaces are filled. Or, the leadership team might decide a different route and spend time 
creating missional aims to be accomplished through the business. Whatever the route, the 
leadership team is entrusted with seeing the business through to the launch date and 
ensuring it matches the business plan as well as the missional aims of the church.  Questions 
remain for consideration in XYZ’s example: Who will serve as liaison to the tenets—a 
church volunteer or hired property manager? Who will manage and enforce rent payments? 
How will the profits be spent? Will they be reinvested in the ministry or the business or 
both? Will there be an expectation for the tenets to share their success stories with the 
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church? Will a staff minister be responsible to the tenets in a ministry capacity? Whatever 
the question, to say again--the leadership team is entrusted with the responsibility to 
execute the business plan and identify milestones for success for the ecclesial business 
including specific missional aims. The final subsequent chapter then is an accumulation of 
the theological implications, suggested processes, and creative approach to alternative 
revenue sources suggested throughout the project. Chapter eights presents a real-world case 




















A Narrative Timeline: Establishing a For-Profit Barbecue Restaurant and Social 
 Ministry with First Baptist Church, Raleigh, North Carolina 
 
Setting the Stage: Historical Context for the Broader Experiment 
 
 As stated in the introductory chapter, the vision for the thesis emerged at the height 
of the great recession in winter of 2009. At that time, I was serving as student minister with 
a large and historic Baptist congregation in downtown Raleigh, North Carolina. This 
particular congregation had a very visible presence in the local community as well as across 
the state of North Carolina through a television ministry that reached upwards of 
+90,000.00 homes per week. Financially, the church was very fortunate, and their affluence 
was reflected in the manicured property and grounds. The stately looking buildings, erected 
from colonial Georgian-brick, were surrounded by magnolia trees and carefully groomed 
rose and hydrangea bushes. Charcoal-colored slate tiles covered facility roofs and visitors 
were greeted in the churches’ welcome center by brass chandeliers, artisan mahogany and 
leather-covered furniture, and beautiful hand-painted wall-hanging portraits. Minister 
salaries were consistent with other urban Raleigh-area churches and the employee benefits 
(i.e. health insurance and retirement) were healthy but not extravagant. Given their relative 
affluence, it was surprising that ministry program budgets for education, music, youth, 
children, and pastoral ministries accounted for only around 15% of the entire budget. While 
the average family income in this congregation was high ($135,000 per family as of a 2008 
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stewardship committee survey148), the ministry program budgets supported many church 
members who were less fortunate financially, specifically youth and children attendees.  
 To sustain staff salaries, the historic facilities, and the ministry program expenses, 
the congregation had a significant annual budget responsibility. The annual church budget 
(as of 2008) was approximately $1.9 million and 60% of the annual budget was intended 
for staff salaries, health insurance, and other benefits. Due to the number of long-term and 
senior-aged employees in the organization, health insurance costs strained the church 
budget’s employee benefits line item even prior to the great recession. With an average 
Sunday attendance of 475 attendees, this meant weekly tithes and offerings required to 
meet the budget were approximately $36,500.00 per week with an average weekly gift of 
$76.00 per person (a little more than $300.00 per month). Consequently, this meant that if 
each weekly giver were to reduce their tithe/offering by half the church’s revenue would 
take a significant hit and expenses (salaries) could be left unmet.  
 As world-wide markets plummeted into crisis in 2008 and fear of the recession’s 
global impact swelled, growing anxieties were passed along from the church finance 
committee to the ministry staff. While church giving remained fairly steady, the finance 
committee feared the worst and made the proactive decision to make severe budget cuts 
accordingly. In a January 2009 meeting between the finance committee and the ministry 
staff, the decision was announced that staff health insurance deductibles were being 
increased from $500.00 to $7,500.00 (essentially making the insurance policies major 
 
148 Hayes Barton Baptist Church, Stewardship Committee Church-wide Giving Unit 
Survey, 2008.  
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medical policies only), retirement benefits cut from 10% of annual salary to 3%, and the 
respective ministry program budgets were being cut by half. The finance committee chair 
made clear that the church was not immune to economic impulses (even while church 
giving had remained stagnant) and they hoped to restore the benefits and program funds if 
and when the economy improved. Hard decisions had to be made and the minister’s 
benefits and program budgets were the first to fall. Given the nature of and emotions 
surrounding the great recession, the ministry staff agreed this was probably the right 
decision for the committee to make but the consequences were difficult, nonetheless. The 
most significant impact of the committee’s cuts was a radical change in the way my 
ministry program functioned.  
 The congregation’s student ministry of 75+ students and 45+ families was 
accustomed to bi-annual retreats, multiple summer camps, a local and international mission 
trip, ski weekends, monthly mission projects, and numerous weekly activities that required 
budgeted funds to make the activities possible. As a result of the budget cuts, the number 
of social activities and ministry projects were cut by half and the kind of ministries and 
activities we were doing had to change as a result.149 This sudden change would affect the 
weekly attendance, program momentum, and, ultimately, occasions for spiritual growth 
and discipleship among nominal members and unchurched students.  
 
149 Considering the reality of giving trends, program-ministry funding is a luxury afforded 
to less and less mainline churches; however, this sentiment should not exclude the reality 




 As the finance committee chair announced the necessary budget cuts, my creative 
energies were put to work searching for a solution to the problem. How could I find the 
funds we needed to keep the student ministry status quo, the status quo? I asked the chair 
if we could hold fundraisers at the church and the reply was, “Normally, yes, but in this 
case—unfortunately, no. You could potentially take away monies that the church needs to 
operate in the form of tithes and offerings.” He was afraid fundraising would redirect 
members’ offerings away from the general budget, which paid the bills. My next question 
to the committee chair: “Could we start a business and bring in new revenue from the local 
neighborhood?” 150  He thought about my proposal for a few seconds and seemed to 
immediately understand what I was asking—I was suggesting a system work-around. We 
would raise revenue without affecting tithes and offerings by dipping into the local 
marketplace—and, potentially, limiting the need for church revenue to fund the program. 
His answer, “If you can find a working example at another church to share with the 
committee, we’ll take time to consider it, but I think the amount of time and work to make 
it worth your while would be significant.” “Fair enough,” I said. At the time, I believed a 
quick google search of churches in our area would be the solution to my inquiry. To my 
surprise, I was not able to find one legitimate example of a for-profit business in a church 
setting in the Raleigh community for the finance committee to review; however, that 
 
150 Chapter one portrays the questioner of this brief case-study as anonymous in order to 
preserve a measure of academic objectivity in section one. Here, in the narrative section, 
I acknowledge myself as the inquisitive staff minister to show how personal experience 




January 2009 conversation sparked in my mind an idea that would become a passion in my 
vocational searching and the crux of this project and thesis.  
 
Brief Vocational History151 of the Practical Project  
 One month past my ordination to ministry in April 2010, I competed in my first 
professional BBQ competition. In January of the prior year, my parents had gifted me the 
cost of tuition to “BBQ Pitmaster School” taught by professional pitmaster Harry Soo of 
“Slap Yo’ Daddy BBQ,” who at the time was ranked the number one BBQ cook in the 
nation out of 6000+ teams on the Kansas City BBQ Society’s national competition circuit. 
My love of BBQ and BBQ culture had started at a young age. My hometown of Kinston, 
North Carolina claimed to be the Eastern North Carolina Capital of BBQ and my father’s 
hometown was Kansas City, Missouri, where we visited annually, claimed to be the 
midwestern capital of BBQ. By age 10, I knew I wanted to learn how to cook wood-smoked 
BBQ, but I did not yet know the extent to which the BBQ way would shape my young 
adult life and ministry.  
 For a little over a year, I had tossed around the idea to family and friends of me 
competing in a BBQ contest. I had been practicing BBQ almost every weekend since 
graduating from pitmaster school. Most of the criticism I received about my desire to enter 
the BBQ competition world was fair: “Are you sure you know what you’re doing?,” “Those 
folks have been competing for years and have huge competition budgets,” “You’ll be in a 
 
151 A vocational history is included in this chapter to show the reader the author’s in-depth 
engagement with the business concept as an expression of theological vocation. It is helpful 
for understanding the entire context of the ecclesial business experiment included below.   
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sword fight with a toothpick,” “…sounds like a perfectly good waste of money and a 
weekend.” After much convincing, I talked my good friend Jim into joining me at a BBQ 
contest. He was more interested in the eating part than the competition itself, so I promised 
him the leftovers and he obliged. In hindsight, we should have started small and won our 
way up to a large-regional BBQ contest, but I wanted to see what all of the competition 
fuss was about, and I was ignorant of the skill level needed to compete at that level. With 
naive hopefulness, I submitted an application to “The Jiggy with the Piggy,” held annually 
in Kannapolis, North Carolina—which in 2010 happened to be the largest professional 
BBQ contest in the Southern United States—80+ professional teams. To be sure, my only 
claim to be a professional BBQ cook was a certificate of graduation from Harry Soo. On 
the contest application where asked for professional credentials and past contest results, I 
wrote, “First Place Overall—6015 Dixon Drive 2010 BBQ Classic,” which was actually 
just my home address. Apparently, this was enough of a credential or no one bothered to 
read that part of my application because we were, somehow, admitted into the prestigious 
“professional” contest. All that remained was naming my BBQ team. I knew I wanted my 
BBQ team name to symbolize my broader vocation to ministry while at the same time 
acknowledging the reality of a postmodern, post-Christian culture. I settled on the name, 
“Smokin’ Story BBQ.” To me, this name represented the “smokin’ hot” story of God’s 
love revealed in Christ but also the idea that BBQ is a social food, which brings people 
together to create lasting memories. In the name “Smokin’ Story,” I felt as if both of these 
notions were symbolized.  
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 In order to compete successfully in a professional BBQ contest a team needs four 
things: a team name (for scoring and bragging rights), a smoker with fuel (for cooking), a 
thorough knowledge of the contest rules, and a set of well-practiced skills. I had only three 
of these four prerequisites. BBQ-ing one meat is not easy especially if a cook is not familiar 
with how to work a smoker or the nuances of turning a tough piece of meat into succulent 
BBQ over several hours; but, in competition BBQ a pitmaster isn’t cooking only one piece 
of meat on a single smoker. In competition BBQ, a pitmaster is cooking four different 
meats (on numerous smokers), which each have a different finishing temperature and cook 
length. Generally, professional BBQ-er’s will smoke the following four meats during a ten-
hour period: beef brisket, pork ribs, pulled pork, and chicken—with brisket and pulled pork 
requiring the most time commitment. Prior to my first contest, I had only cooked one meat 
on one smoker. Completely ignorant of the skill and experience needed to pull off the four-
meat smoking marathon that is competition BBQ, I forged ahead knowing not the 
difference.  
 When Jim and I arrived at the Jiggy with the Piggy in May 2010, we were stunned 
at the size and expense of the BBQ rigs on-site. We had arrived with a blue tattered tailgate 
tent, two little Weber smokers and no contest experience. Much of our competition had 
arrived with $100,000 RV’s, $25,000 smokers and catering wagons, and years of 
experience. To say it biblically, we were David surrounded by an army of Goliaths. As we 
set-up our humble belongings, the contest organizer visited our cook site. The first words 
from his mouth were, “So, I’m guessing you haven’t done this before?” I played coy and 
pretended I knew exactly what I was doing—although the voices of doubt were beginning 
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to set-in. Jim said, “At least we’ll have fun eating BBQ this weekend even if we get run 
out of the building.”  
 At 8:00 PM on a Friday night we put our first competition meats on the smoker. 
We cooked and prodded the fire all night long, carefully tending to the meat with eyes 
glued to the temperature gauges. We would later learn the folly of our decision to pull an 
all-nighter but in our ignorance, we knew no better. We submitted our last portion of BBQ 
to the judges at 1:30 PM the following day. Weary and exhausted from our first BBQ 
marathon, we collapsed in lawn chairs at our cook site. Neither of us was satisfied with the 
quality of the BBQ we had placed in our judging boxes, but we were too tired to gripe and 
too prideful to admit it. We napped until the awards ceremony at 5:00 PM that Saturday 
evening; ready to take our public shaming and hit the road for home.  
 As the awards ceremony came to a close, the contest organizer announced the top-
20 best BBQ scores of the weekend, recognizing each team on stage with a trophy and 
monetary reward. When he got past 15th place, Jim said, “Let’s head for the car and beat 
the traffic out of here.” I was reluctant to leave; not because I actually thought we would 
hear our team name called but because I wasn’t yet willing to admit my critics might have 
been right. We started walking slowly through the crowd to the parking lot as the organizer 
started into, “…and in 10th place.” As we walked, Jim said, “We gave it a good try for our 
first contest. We’ll keep practicing and come back better next time.” We made our way to 
the exit of the outdoor amphitheater as the organizer announced the 5th, 4th and 3rd place 
winners. What happened next was nothing short of a BBQ miracle. As Jim and I passed 
through the exit gates, we heard the announcer say gleefully over the loudspeaker, “And in 
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2nd place…from Raleigh, North Carolina, Smokin’ Story BBQ!” Dropping my lawn chair 
to the ground, I almost fell over in disbelief. Jim looked at me stunned as if a deer in 
headlights. He dropped his lawn chair too. We both turned around towards the awards stage 
as hundreds of competitors and on-lookers sat silently looking around to see which cooks 
represented this mysterious new BBQ team nobody had ever heard of. As we made our 
way to the stage for the trophy and check we passed by several celebrity BBQ cooks and a 
few well-known television personalities who gave us high fives and words of 
congratulations. By some divine act or astoundingly good luck, in first our professional 
contest, we had won second place out of 80+ pro-teams.  
 News of our team’s second place finish spread quickly among parishioners in the 
church where I was serving as student minister. Within weeks of the “Jiggy with the 
Piggy,” I had requests from church and non-church members to provide BBQ for birthday 
parties and local church fundraisers. In July of that year, I decided to form a Limited 
Liability Company called, “Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC,” to give credibility to my budding 
business but also to trademark the name. At the same time, more and more catering 
opportunities came across my desk. It was an exciting time to develop my hobby and my 
energy for BBQ grew to an all-time high. And yet, my creative energies would have to be 
put on hold. With rising energy for this new expression of my vocation came voices of 
criticism from a few church members, which presented me with the stark reality: cooking 
BBQ was not my day job regardless of my growing passion for it and the potential growth 
of my new business. It was time to put the BBQ business on the back burner and reignite 
my focus on church ministry. By January of 2011, the economy was improving, and the 
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shock of church budget cuts had waned. I continued to compete in weekend BBQ contests 
but limited any catering to church functions only. My focus was nearly entirely on church 
ministry and holding together the new expression (the shoestring budget version) of our 
student ministry. Still, in the back of my mind, I sensed that my passions for BBQ and for 
church ministry were slowly coming together in some sort of unified whole. I wasn’t sure 
how these two seemingly separate categories would unite but I sensed a new possibility for 
my vocational ministry taking shape.  
 In the summer of 2012, I was fortunate to take 40+ church members (students and 
adults) to Curitiba, Brazil for a week-long missional experience. For over a year, we had 
worked diligently on preparing to lead sports camps and outdoor Vacation Bible Schools 
for children in the favelas (impoverished neighborhoods). As luck would have it, two 
months before we traveled to Brazil, a flu pandemic overtook the city where we had 
planned to work. Our mission team thought and prayed at length about what to do but 
ultimately decided to forge ahead with our plans—collecting medical supplies that might 
be needed in the favelas. By the time we departed for Brazil, the pandemic was under 
control and the government had given the green light for citizens to return to their jobs and 
schools.  As we would soon learn though the fear of illness was their new endemic. 
Following a tiresome eleven-hour flight, the reality of the situation was immediate to our 
team. Schools remained closed, parents refused to let children out of their homes, and most 
all citizens wore surgical masks. It was a frightening, post-apocalyptic scene in stark 
contrast to home. Upon arriving at the base church where we would hold the daily camps 
and VBS, Pastor Jose Carlos informed us that the task at hand would be very difficult. 
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Instead of parents bringing children to the church each day, we would have to walk into 
the neighborhoods (some of which had dangerous reputations) and convince parents it was 
safe for their children to leave home and attend day-camp at the church. For six days, our 
teams of students and adults walked the favelas inviting children to our afternoon sports 
camps and VBS. On the first day we had 10 children show up at the church all wearing 
surgical masks; by the last day of camp we had 45 smiling children excited to play and 
worship. It was a spirit-led and joyful week full of memory-making and wonderful stories. 
On the second to last night of our trip, one of the adults from our church (also a successful 
businessman) asked about the possibility of hosting a neighborhood cook-out for all of the 
children and parents who had attended our camp. He wanted to provide an occasion for 
social fellowship between the Americans and Brazilians and he envisioned the cook-out as 
a way to celebrate our week of ministry and new friendships.  
 At the mere mention of a community cook-out to the group, several students and 
adults looked to me to provide the cooking, “David can cook BBQ for everyone!” In my 
excitement I tried not to grin  too much but the idea of using BBQ to bring together two 
very different cultures of people for the purpose of intercultural fellowship was 
overwhelming. The only problem with this creative idea was that the church had no smoker 
and no place to buy pork shoulder locally. So, I did what student ministers do best—I 
improvised.  
 From old cinderblocks scattered behind the church building I assembled an old-
fashioned BBQ pit. I placed fourteen cinderblocks on flat ground in two parallel rows of 
seven blocks. Carefully I connected the two rows on each end with two more blocks to 
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make a concrete block rectangle. On top of each base block, I set four more blocks to create 
a four-foot tall rectangular pit. The pastor supplied an old screened door that I set across 
the top of the small concrete structure as a grill grate. And just like that—an old-fashioned 
make-shift BBQ pit came to life. The businessman who had suggested the cook-out idea 
took it upon himself to find and pay for the meat and sundries. To this day, no one knows 
where he found the meat or how much he paid for it but on our last day in Curitiba, after a 
brief vespers service, our ministry team fed over 100 Brazilian neighbors an ample meal 
of pulled pork BBQ sandwiches, cole slaw, baked beans, potato chips and sweet tea. The 
church’s worship band played upbeat music during the casual gathering and we celebrated 
together in a meal that at the time was best described as a foretaste to the great 
eschatological banquet.  
 I returned home from Brazil with new energy for incorporating BBQ into 
vocational ministry practice. The question of how to shape this renewed energy would 
remain at the forefront of my theological imagination for the next few years. From 2013-
2017, I continued competing in regional BBQ contests and on occasion accepted a catering 
gig for friends or family members. During these years of my professional church ministry 
I began sketching-out what a for-profit BBQ business-ministry might look like. I imagined 
a church utilizing already held assets to create a partnership beneficial to the church, 
neighborhood, and business-owner. In each of the three churches where I had served as an 
intern or staff minister, I had experienced two consistent trends: 1) Giving (tithes and 
offerings) determined the kind and often quality of ministry programming; and, 2) Many, 
if not all, of church property assets went unused during the work week. For example, in 
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each of the three churches I had served, the industrial kitchens and spacious parking lots 
went largely unused Monday-Friday with the exception being a weekday funeral. The lack 
of use of these assets became for me a theological question as to the responsible 
stewardship of these assets. It also seemed that these owned assets were the fitting solution 
to the churches’ ever-present need for revenue and the fluctuation of it with economic 
swings.  
 After four years of dreaming about this possibility I decided it was time to put the 
idea on paper. I enrolled in the Boston University School of Theology Doctor of Ministry 
program in 2017 knowing the direction of my thesis project. I wanted to formally sketch-
out a rationale and start-to-finish plan for how a local Baptist church (my faith tradition 
and denominational context) might establish a for-profit business such as a BBQ restaurant 
using church assets. The primary challenge, I knew, would be finding a church with the 
right assets, risk aversion, and patience to give flight to this imaginative and innovative 
idea. Two-years after beginning my Doctor of Ministry studies, I located a church who fit 
this mold.  
From Trophies to Mobile Kitchen: Thesis in Practice  
 First Baptist Church of Raleigh, North Carolina is a large historic downtown 
congregation (established 1812) with a positive reputation for their local community 
outreach efforts, socially focused and ecumenical theology, and cutting-edge ministry 
programs. FBC was the first downtown church in Raleigh to begin a large-scale weekly 
clothing closet ministry, which has successfully operated for more than twenty-years. In 
addition to their ministry work and social theology, FBC has an established precedent of 
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partnering with faith and secular groups resulting in mutually beneficial terms—such as 
leasing unused building space to a Protestant Japanese congregation.  
 During a casual lunch conversation in March 2019 with FBC’s student minister, 
Trey, I mentioned that I was looking for a church to serve as a trial congregation for my 
BBQ business-ministry vision. As I shared the vision with Trey, I observed he was listening 
intently and seemed very interested in the general concept. About an hour after our meal, I 
received a text-message from Trey asking if I might join FBC’s mission pastor and he for 
a lunch meeting later that week. He didn’t indicate what the meeting would be about, but I 
had a hunch. I met with Trey and Leah, FBC’s missions minister, during the second week 
of March 2019. They shared that FBC Raleigh had received a large financial gift ($50,000) 
for the sole purpose of establishing a long-term mission and outreach project in the local 
community. Leah’s vision for the gift was to start a meal ministry among lower income 
neighborhoods and the Raleigh downtown transient population. She explained that the 
annual church missions budget was committed to other areas and therefore she needed a 
way to replenish the missions fund in order to pay for weekly supplies for the potential 
meal ministry. She believed a for-profit BBQ business/ministry partnership was the perfect 
way to pay for the ministry and to supplement the needed mission’s revenue. Leah 
envisioned a Tuesday-Thursday afternoon ministry whereby a food truck would go into a 
local neighborhood and serve a meal to the neighbors while ministry volunteers would 
build long-term relationships with the residents. Leah’s big question to me was whether or 
not a daily BBQ lunch business could co-exist with her ministry vision; and, if I would be 
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willing and able to prepare the ministry meal on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons given 
the rigors of a daily lunch time business. For Leah, the logistics were the main hurdle.  
 As I listened to Leah share her vision for the ministry-business partnership my heart 
was beating rapidly with excitement and anticipation. Leah and Trey shared my enthusiasm 
as well. As I shared again my concept of a for-profit business-ministry partnership, the 
three of us quickly realized the idea for a ministry-business partnership was a shared vision. 
Moreover, we realized that the idea could become a reality through FBC Raleigh. The next 
step was to put our thoughts on paper and to share the contents of the conversation with 
FBC Raleigh’s senior pastor, Dr. Chris Chapman (Dr. Chapman).  
 We left the lunch conversation with a one-week plan: Trey and Leah would meet 
with Dr. Chapman and pending his approval would request a special meeting of the church 
council, who had sole authority to recommend use of the $50,000 missions grant to the 
church conference (for congregational vote). Leah asked me to write-up an initial business-
ministry plan with answers to questions that might be asked by council members including 
a general framework about the partnership and what each organization (my BBQ 
business—Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC and FBC Raleigh) would fund. One-day following 
our lunch meeting, Trey and Leah emailed me with exciting news. Dr. Chapman was fully 
supportive of the concept and believed it was the kind of innovative ministry idea on which 
the church had been waiting to use the special mission’s gift. Our next step was to present 
the concept to the church council. Trey and Leah requested the church council to meet on 
Sunday, April 7th. Below is the initial proposal as we presented it to the church council on 
April 7, 2019:   
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“To Be Named” BBQ: A For-Profit/Missional Proposal152 
Owners/Partners: Smokin’ Story BBQ LLC and FBC Raleigh, (to be formed) LLC 
 
Management: David With, owner Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC / FBC Staff Member or 
Church Member (liaison role for FBC members)  
Overall Concept: Neighborhood walk-up BBQ restaurant, ministry outreach to downtown 
transient neighbors, key source of revenue for FBC Raleigh, local community gathering 
space 
Potential Business Names: Swine & Steeple, Pig & Pew, Pig & Pulpit, etc. 
 
Ministry to Neighborhood: The mobile kitchen and some combination of employees and 
volunteers from FBC would travel to downtown Raleigh locations multiple days a week 
to distribute BBQ sandwiches free of charge to those in need.  The food service would be 
only the first step toward connecting with clients—those who travel to these sites would 
also strive to connect with clients, provide prayer, information, or assistance for other 
needs, and form genuine community.  This part of the project is modeled after the Relief 
Bus ministry in New York City (https://newyorkcityrelief.org/). In addition to this 
mission work and offering restaurant service to the local community, this project could 
potentially also include involving the local transient population in the work or hiring at-
risk youth and serving other meals.  The twofold benefit of serving an in-need population 
while generating an alternative revenue stream for FBC provides myriad opportunities for 
increased mission work in the heart of Raleigh.  
 
152 David With, BBQ Business-Ministry Plan, Sunday, April 7, 2019.  
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Location: FBC Raleigh Parking Lot.  The project would require 3-4 parking spaces each 
day and access to power (and potentially water).  The first choice for a location within the 
lot would be spaces adjacent to McDowell Street near the intersection of McDowell and 
Hillsborough, although there are several other possibilities.  Steps would need to be taken 
to investigate options for a power supply. 
Employees: Current SSBBQ employees, FBC church members (youth/college), and 
potentially low-income or at-risk persons. Would like to see an FBC church member or 
staff member working or volunteering daily.  
Start-Up Costs: approximately $70,000.00. FBC will purchase a catering trailer with 
refrigeration equipment.  Could cost between $25,000 and $42,000; median estimate is 
around $35,000. FBC will also incur costs for setting up power for the trailer and will 
absorb costs of power and water used by the restaurant. Smokin’ Story BBQ will 
purchase a heavy-duty truck for pulling the trailer (estimated cost $30,000) and provide 
all start-up supplies, licenses, advertising, business insurance, website, etc. (estimated 
cost $5,000).  
Equipment Start-Up Plan: FBC Raleigh purchases fully loaded catering trailer; Smokin 
Story BBQ, LLC purchases heavy-duty truck to pull trailer and covers other start-up 
costs.  
Equipment Use: Trailer would sit at FBC Raleigh M-F; Smokin’ Story would move the 
trailer on weekends to free up parking as needed. Smokin’ Story might also move the 
trailer on weekdays if there are security concerns or other needs for parking lot 
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space.  Smokin’ Story would be permitted to use the trailer for catering on weekends (see 
percentage split below). FBC Raleigh would have full use of trailer for any special event.  
Potential Launch Date: Monday, August 5th, 2019 
 
Restaurant Operation Times: Monday-Friday, 11:00 AM until sold out (or 2:00 PM).  2-3 
days a week, trailer serves community at a different location 2:30-3:30. 
Menu: BBQ sandwiches, cornbread and sides served daily in addition to a special “meat 
or item of the week day” (For example: Chicken Monday, Brisket Tuesday, Wing 
Wednesday, Whole Hog BBQ Thursday, Rib Friday); daily dessert also a possibility  
Food and Paper Supplies: Purchased through Restaurant Depot (through SSBBQ’s 
wholesale license) 
Merchandise : Split 50-50 profits on all merchandise sales (tees, stickers, etc.)  
Revenue and Profit Margin Estimates:  
-125 persons served daily Average bill of $12.00 per person = $1500.00/day revenue 
-Expenses 50% of daily income or approximately $750/day including wages and supplies 
-Profit = $750.00/day or approximately $19,000/month 
Potential Profit/Revenue Allocation (Assumes SSBBQ manages and operates the 
business): Parties agrees to split profits along percentages lines (60/40) and no rent is 
charged to Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC for use of the parking lot. In this scenario FBC 
Raleigh receives approximately $7,600.00/month profit. Any off-site catering events 
where SSBBQ used the trailer might be split 80/20. 
 
All profits received by FBC would be split accordingly: 
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• 20% would go into a designated line to perpetuate the restaurant and mission 
project (supplementary food & materials purchased to giveaway, physical repairs 
for the trailer, hiring support when needed for mission endeavors, etc.) 
• 80% would go into the FBC general fund 
This allocation would be revisited by the church council annually. 
 
Expense Report and Finances: Would be reported quarterly by SSBBQ and tracked daily 
with QuickBooks software. Would establish a board to audit these reports. Covenant 
Agreement: The board would establish a covenant agreement to determine how profits 
will be spent and to hold the church and business accountable to the highest ethical 
standards and to its mission.  
Agreement Terms: All agreed upon terms would be good for one year.  If both parties 
want to continue the relationship further, subsequent agreements would be renegotiated 
every 2 years.  
Insurance: Explore possibility of inclusion with church’s insurance as special rider. Or, 
SSBBQ covers business insurance from revenue. FBC Raleigh pays for trailer insurance. 
 
On Sunday, April 7, 2019 at 5:00 PM in the FBC staff conference room, Trey, Leah 
and I presented our initial plan and missional-business concept to the FBC Raleigh church 
council (FBC Raleigh’s church council is the initial clearing house for special budget 
decisions that fall outside of their normal annual budgeting process). Since Trey and Leah 
were requesting use of the full $50,000.00 special missions’ gift for the project, the church 
council was the first step of a three-step approval process. Given church council approval 
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they would recommend the project to the diaconate who would in turn send the “project” 
on to the church conference for a congregational vote.  
 To aid with the ambiance and so that the committee could fully “taste” the concept, 
I smoked a 19-pound beef brisket prior to the meeting and sliced it fresh on a wooden 
cutting board under a hot lamp on top of an old wooden table in the meeting room as council 
members took their seats. As we presented our concept, each committee member received 
a small plate with two slices of award-winning brisket. The wafting scent of smoked brisket 
was enough to get a yes vote from at least three of the twelve council members before the 
meeting had even started. Leah shared first and explained the idea of why a ministry-
business partnership was needed to begin serving. She explained that the food truck/mobile 
kitchen was needed as an outreach-ministry tool to connect their downtown church with 
local lower income neighborhoods. She shared how the church would take BBQ into the 
neighborhoods to draw a crowd, which would open the door for fellowship and relationship 
building. She believed the church would have enough volunteers to support a Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoon meal ministry. The big question was how the church would pay for the 
mobile kitchen and the weekly supplies needed to support the ministry. The mission’s line-
item in the church’s budget was meant for much smaller projects but also, due to rising 
employee and wage expenses, the opportunity for a significant increase to the annual 
mission budget was not possible. Leah then turned the floor over to me to share about the 
business side of the relationship.  
 When it was my turn to share, I stepped away from the cutting board, removed my 
plastic sanitation gloves, and took a seat at the conference room table. I thanked the council 
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for allowing the three of us to share at the meeting and then I began my remarks by 
explaining that Christian ministry-business partnerships were not foreign to church history. 
I provided historical and contemporary examples (such as early-Christian marketplace 
evangelism, Christian monastery businesses, and present-day protestant restaurants and 
breweries) of church-partnered for-profit businesses and I explained that for-profit 
businesses have advantage over non-profit endeavors because they pay for themselves. In 
other words, I explained, the church would not need to continue asking for special financial 
gifts from members to fund this ministry project. The business would cover the expenses 
of the ministry and as the business grew, the size and scope of the ministry could scale as 
well. Since the mobile kitchen would go unused with the exception of Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons, hosting a for-profit food business on the church property made sense 
as a way to raise funds to cover the ministry expenses and to raise additional revenue for 
the church. I closed my comment time by sharing a brief history of my BBQ competition 
and catering experience and told how my business had grown from a one-smoker team 
taking second place in a large regional BBQ contest to hosting monthly catering gigs. I 
shared with the committee how excited I was for the possibility to join my passion for BBQ 
with my vocation as a minister of the church.  
 After my remarks, Dr. Chapman shared his support and belief in the project and 
reiterated what he had shared with Leah and Trey; primarily, that the church had been 
waiting to use the special missions grant on a project such as the one proposed. Dr. 
Chapman spoke briefly and then he opened the floor for questions. Not knowing how the 
council would react to such a bold proposal, I was surprised and pleased to hear each of 
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the questions asked was affirmative of the project and sought ways to ensure its success. 
Questions ranged from: “How will we manage the crowds in the parking lot?” to “Will we 
ensure the profits are spent wisely and in accordance with the mission of the church?” 
Following a brief question and answer time, a committee member moved to recommend 
the project to the diaconate for consideration. A second committee “seconded” the motion 
and a vote was held on the matter. The result was unanimous consent of the project and a 
recommendation to the diaconate for approval. Our next presentation would be two weeks 
from the church council meeting with the church diaconate.  
 On Sunday, April 21st at 5:30 PM, Leah, Trey and I presented our project proposal 
for the second time to the FBC Raleigh diaconate. This was a special called deacon’s 
meeting to hear the proposal and to vote on whether the project would be referred to church 
conference for a congregational vote. As in the previous meeting, we distributed the project 
“write-up” document, and each took turns sharing about the ministry and business aspects 
of the project. Trey had been assigned to work with an attorney in the church (Mr. Charles 
“Chuck” Nichols) who had volunteered do the legal work pro bono. Trey presented that 
the legal agreement would function and the basic framework for the relationship between 
the church and Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC. FBC Raleigh would form a separate legal 
entity—a Limited Liability Company—to receive any BBQ business profits so as not to 
jeopardize the church’s non-profit tax status. The FBC Raleigh LLC would then pass the 
profits along to the church as a gift. Chuck, a business-real estate attorney and long-time 
FBC member, had researched the matter and thought this option was the best legal 
framework for the church to avoid any taxation issues. Following Trey’s remarks, we 
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opened the floor for Q & A. Similar to the church council, the diaconate’s line of 
questioning was mostly tacit by way of affirming the project. We did, however, receive 
two remarks which would set-the-stage for some confrontation prior to the congregational 
vote.  
 The first question was asked by an older member, a retired minister, who had 
theological concerns that the church would make a profit from the business and then 
secondly the way in which the profits would be re-invested in the church. The former 
minister did not say whether or not he supported the project, but he did express serious 
concerns over the church making a profit. Trey explained that the plan approved by the 
church council called for re-investing 20% of the profits to cover the ministry expenses 
and 80% profits into the church general budget where it was most needed. The retired 
minister seemed satisfied with this answer, but we would learn later this was a larger 
concern among FBC’s senior adult demographic. 
 The second question came from a retired car dealership owner who had a concern 
over the amount of profit we were suggesting the church might take-in from the business. 
He did not believe the church could make as much as advertised in the distributed 
document. We explained that this was a model projection based on 100 diners per lunch 
period (11 AM - 2:00 PM; Monday-Friday) and that the overhead for this venture was 
much lower than a brick-and-mortar restaurant; therefore, the profit potential was much 
higher. He agreed with us that the profit potential was higher but in his long-tenured 
business experience still thought our projections were high. He stated he supported the 
project but wanted us to revisit the projections. The remaining questions asked were in 
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support of the project and sought to clarify or affirm support for the proposal. The diaconate 
chair moved the body to a vote, which once again was unanimous and recommended the 
project move to the May church conference meeting for a congregational vote on 
Wednesday, May 22nd.  
 The Sunday following the deacon’s meeting revealed the first signs of contention 
for the proposal among some church members—specifically, from the retired minister and 
his spouse, who were also senior adult Sunday School teachers in the church. The retired 
minister and his spouse announced to their Sunday School class their concerns on how the 
church’s share of the profits would be spent. As reported in a later meeting, the retired 
minister shared with the senior adult Sunday School class that he wanted to see 100% of 
the profits received by the church to be reinvested not only in the ministry part of the project 
but specifically in mission’s ministry. Word quickly spread to the church staff of this 
announcement to the Sunday School class and within days had made its way into the larger 
conversation of whether the congregational vote would pass given the current framework.  
 In order to stem the tide of negativity, the church staff decided it was best to hold a 
listening session during the Sunday School hour the week prior the church conference and 
congregational vote. All FBC Raleigh church members were invited to hear about the 
proposal and to ask questions about the proposal details from Leah, Trey and myself. Prior 
to the meeting, Chuck, the attorney working with our project group, asked to speak with us 
regarding an update to his research on the legal framework of the project. We met with 
Chuck and he had determined that the most efficient way to establish the business-ministry 
relationship would be for the church to simply license fully use of the mobile kitchen to 
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Smokin’ Story, LLC. In this framework, FBC Raleigh would not have to form an LLC 
separate from the church. Chuck had concluded that the profits could be taxed as a line-
item in the church’s accounting while not jeopardizing its non-profit status. We agreed with 
Chuck that this legal set-up made the most sense and eliminated unnecessary red tape for 
the church in simplifying the legal and financial aspects of the partnership. Leah, Trey and 
I wanted to get this new information out to the church prior to the Sunday School listening 
session. We updated our “write-up” document and resent it to the church body through 
email and standard mail in the church’s weekly newsletter. Below is the updated document 
distributed to the congregation at the special listening session:  
 
Special Missions Project Proposal Q&A Fact Sheet 
Question: What is the proposed special missions project? 
The special missions project has two parts: 1) FBC Raleigh is partnering with Smokin’ 
Story BBQ, LLC (a locally owned award-winning BBQ competition team and BBQ 
catering company owned by Reverend David With) to begin a Tuesday-Thursday 
afternoon food ministry to the local homeless and lower income neighborhoods. 2) In 
addition to the food ministry, Smokin’ Story BBQ will sell BBQ (pulled pork, ribs, 
chicken, and brisket) and southern sides during the lunch hours on Monday-Friday in the 
FBC parking lot.  
Question: Is the church opening/starting a business? 
No. FBC is not opening/starting a business. FBC will be using a special mission grant to 
purchase a 22-24-foot mobile kitchen unit (not a food truck). This unit will serve BBQ to 
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the local homeless population through local non-profit organizations and to residents in 
lower income Raleigh neighborhoods on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from 2:30 PM 
- 3:30 PM. This unit will also be available for various special mission projects, disaster 
relief, and fundraising as needed.  
Question: How does a BBQ business factor into the plan and where will the food come 
from to feed the homeless on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons? 
1) Since the mobile kitchen will go unused most of the week (except for Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons), FBC will enter a license agreement with Smokin’ Story BBQ, 
LLC. SSBBQ will use the mobile kitchen to sell award-winning BBQ and sides from 
11:00 AM until 2:00 PM (or, until sold-out) on Monday through Friday in the FBC 
parking lot in exchange for a percentage of profits from the business that will be 
reinvested in the church ministry.   
2) Smokin’ Story BBQ has agreed to cook extra BBQ on Tuesday and Thursdays for 
FBC Raleigh to serve to the homeless and other neighbors. 
Question: What does the agreement with Smokin’ Story BBQ look like? 
FBC Raleigh is not starting/opening a business. Also, FBC Raleigh will not be a legal 
partner in a business. FBC Raleigh will be licensing SSBBQ to use the mobile kitchen for 
the purpose of selling BBQ during weekday lunch hours. In exchange for use of the 
mobile kitchen, Smokin’ Story BBQ will commit (via legal contract) to sharing profits 
with FBC Raleigh in a 60/40 ratio (see projected budget below). SSBBQ will have use of 
the mobile unit on weekends for private events and will commit 20% of any private event 
catering profit to FBC Raleigh. SSBBQ will also store the trailer off-site for the church 
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on nights and weekends so as not to disrupt any church activities. Further, SSBBQ will 
purchase a 2.5-ton pick-up truck to pull the mobile kitchen and will incur all expenses 
related to the truck.  
Question: Who will pay for the insurance? 
Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC will incur all business insurance expenses. FBC Raleigh will 
incur an insurance policy only on the mobile kitchen unit to be paid for by the special 
missions grant initially and then by the BBQ business profits as the business grows. 
Question: Who will run the business during lunch hours? 
Smokin’ Story BBQ will employ three-four persons daily who will be paid an hourly 
wage to run the mobile kitchen during lunch hours. The long-term goal is to provide jobs 
to the local neighborhood communities in which we serve BBQ on Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons.  
Question: What volunteers are needed? 
Volunteers from FBC are only needed to serve in the feeding ministry on Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons. Rev. Leah Reed will coordinate volunteer sign-up and all details for 
the feeding ministry.  
Question: What permits are needed? Are we zoned for a walk-up BBQ restaurant? 
Yes, the Raleigh Department of City Planning has already given verbal approval to the 
project and has forwarded to us two necessary permits. The church will submit the “Food 
Truck Zoning Permit” (Property Owner Application) and Smokin’ Story BBQ will 
submit the “Mobile Kitchen Permit” to the city.  
Question: Will Smokin’ Story BBQ use the FBC kitchen for storage or prep? 
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No. Smokin’ Story BBQ will only use the mobile kitchen unit for storage and prep. 
Should the business grow swiftly, SSBBQ has indicted they would like to place a 
refrigerator (purchased by them) in an unused area of the church for cold food storage 
during the week.  
Question: How will the profits received from the BBQ business be used? Does this affect 
our tax status as a non-profit organization? 
1) FBC will allocate any profits received from Smokin’ Story BBQ to areas of need in the 
community or church to be determined by the church council. 2) No. The non-profit 
status is not in jeopardy. All profit from the BBQ business to the church will be filed 
accordingly. We have cleared this with an attorney.  
Question: Are other churches doing this kind of innovative partnership? 
Yes! Churches around the country are beginning to tap into their unused assets to benefit 
the local community and the church. Google: St. Bart’s Episcopal in Manhattan to see 
how they transformed unused building space into a 4-star restaurant. Other North 
American mainline churches are now renting unused building space to start-up 
companies, young entrepreneurs, schools, etc. This kind of ministry-business partnership 
is a cutting-edge concept in American church life.  
Question: How much of the parking lot will the mobile kitchen take up? 
We are estimating needing four parking spaces for the mobile kitchen.  
Question: From where will the mobile kitchen be purchased? 
Southern Dimensions Group in Georgia is the premier BBQ catering trailer and mobile 
kitchen manufacturer on the east coast. SSBBQ has vetted several companies and landed 
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on this one as the best for quality and prices. They came highly recommended by other 
local catering companies. Upon vote from the church, SSBBQ will send representatives 
to Georgia in early June to tour the Southern Dimensions facility and design a mobile 
kitchen that fits our needs and budget. It will take 9-11 weeks for SDG to build the 
trailer.  
 
Question: What does the 40% profit mean exactly? 
Smokin’ Story BBQ has provided projected sales estimates below. Because there is such 
low overhead for a walk-up business the profit potential is greater than a stand-alone 
brick and mortar restaurant. ** 
 
Mid-Estimate Sales: 100 customers per day/23 days per month: 
 
-100 persons served per lunch period, 23-days/month, $12.00 average sale (large 
sandwich/plate, two sides, drink) (Average sale per person is based on local market 
research) 
Revenue per month on sales: $27,600.00 per month 
  
Expenses (per day): 
 
 -50 lbs. of pulled pork per day x $1.50/lb. wholesale = $82.50 per day 
 -Sides (50 portions of three sides) estimated cost per day wholesale = $100.00 
 -Paper products per day wholesale = $40.00  
 -Drinks per day wholesale = $35.00  
 -Bread/sandwich roll per day = $40.00  
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 -Labor costs per day = 3 employees @ 9.00/ hr. for 6 hours = $189.00/day 
Total expenses per day = $486.50 X 23 days = $11,189.50 
 
Other expenses per month = $200.00 per month  
 
 -General food truck liability insurance (monthly) = $50.00 
 -Workers Compensation insurance for food truck (monthly) = $75.00 
 -Other (internet/ bookkeeping software) = $75.00 
Total expenses per month (per day + per month): $11,389.50 
 
Total Revenue - Expenses: $27,600 - $11,389.00 = $16,211.00 
 
Total Monthly Profit: $16,211.00* (*Does not include catering/private event profit) 
 
-40% to FBC = $6,484.40  
 
-60% to SSBBQ = $9,726.00 
 
 
Low Estimate Sales: 50 customers per day/23 days per month: 
 
-50 persons served per lunch period, 23-days/month, $12.00 average sale 
(sandwich/plate, two sides, drink) (Average sale per person is based on local market 
research) 
Revenue per month on sales: $13,800 per month  
Expenses (per day): 
 -30 lbs. of pulled pork per day x $1.50/lb. wholesale = $45.00 per day 
 -Sides (50 portions of three sides) estimated cost per day wholesale = $50.00 
 -Paper products per day wholesale = $20.00  
 -Drinks per day wholesale = $20.00  
 -Bread/sandwich roll per day = $25.00  
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 -Labor costs per day = 2 employees @ 9.00/ hr. for 6 hours = $108.00/day 
Total expenses per day = $268.00 X 23 days = $6,164.00 
 
Other expenses per month = $200.00 per month  
 
 -General food truck liability insurance (monthly) = $50.00 
 -Workers Compensation insurance for food truck (monthly) = $75.00 
 -Other (internet/ bookkeeping software) = $75.00 
Total expenses per month (per day + per month): $6,364.00 
 
Total Revenue - Expenses: $13,800 - $6,364 = $7,436.00  
 
Total Monthly Profit: $7,436.00* 
 
40% to FBC = $2,974.00 
 
60% to SSBBQ = $4,461.60 
 
*Does not include catering or private event profit 
**Neither estimate includes charcoal/wood expense. Cost is TBD based on  
smoker purchased. Estimate $175-200 per month in addition to above expenses for 
charcoal/wood. 
  
During the Sunday School listening session, Leah, Trey and I presented our project 
proposal for a third time. The audience for the listening session was approximately 200 
church members. Leah, Trey and I each spoke before the assembly and shared our talking 
points as stated in the write-up document. In addition, we highlighted the ministry outreach 
possibilities for the mobile kitchen beyond the weekly meal ministry such as disaster relief, 
the attractional component to potential members (i.e. millennials), and the updated legal 
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framework for the ministry-business relationship. Following our remarks, we opened the 
floor for our third Q&A session. Per previous meetings, the majority of the questions asked 
were subtle affirmations of the proposal and encouraged ways to ensure its success. 
However, the retired minister who had previously expressed concerns about profits now 
returned to the assembly stage to question the validity of the plan for business profits. He 
was adamant that all profits collected by the church should be re-invested entirely into 
church missions. Some younger members of the church spoke in support of the plan as it 
was written and then meeting ended soon afterwards. Following the listening session, the 
mood among the congregants was overwhelmingly positive and excited for the proposal as 
an idea to come to fruition. The next and final step in the approval process would be the 
May 22nd congregational vote.  
 The May 2019 FBC Raleigh church conference took place on May 22nd. 
Unfortunately, Leah was the only representative of our three-person project team to be able 
to attend the conference. Trey and I had prior family commitments that prevented us from 
attending. Leah presented for a fourth time on the ministry plan and included my talking 
points on why the for-profit business was necessary to sustaining the ministry and also 
beneficial to the church in the long run. She also highlighted Trey’s talking points on the 
legal framework of the business-ministry partnership. As reported from Leah and Dr. Chris, 
the church body asked another round of questions and when the proposal came to a vote, 
some brief debate over the use of the profits ensued. Following a variety of viewpoints 
shared by congregants on the use of the profits, an amendment by a senior adult group in 
the room led by the retired minister was proposed that recommended all profits return to 
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the mission’s fund until the $50,000.00 grant was replenished. The amendment 
recommended that when the $50,000.00 was replenished to the mission’s fund then profits 
could be sent to the general budget. The church body voted to accept the amendment and 
the entire proposal was recommended for a final vote. Two-hours after the church 
conference had begun and following healthy debate, the church body voted unanimously 
to approve the special mission proposal including the amendment. The church approved 
$50,000 of the special mission fund to be used towards the purchase of a mobile kitchen 
and other expenses necessary to the business-ministry start-up. The Smokin’ Story BBQ, 
LLC and First Baptist Raleigh ministry partnership had come to life. 
 In June 2019, my focus shifted from presenting the proposal for approval to 
implementing the various components of the project plan. On June 3rd, 2019, I traveled by 
car from Raleigh, North Carolina to Waycross, Georgia to the Southern Dimensions Group 
(SDG) mobile kitchen factory. SDG is the premier mobile kitchen/catering trailer supplier 
on the East Coast of the United States. One of the business partners named, “Ozzie,” took 
me on a walking tour of the factory floor and demonstrated the capabilities of five models 
of mobile kitchens ranging from 20-30 feet in length. After the tour, I sat down with Ozzie 
and discussed our budget but also the needs for our mobile kitchen. We decided on the 
following set-up and specs for our project: a 22-foot mobile kitchen with a covered-porch 
and stainless steel smoker including a commercial refrigerator, four-burner stove top and 
three-shelf oven, double-fryer basket unit with fire suppression system, cold sandwich prep 
table, steamer table, ten-shelf proofing cabinet, 4x4 foot stainless steel prep table, three-
sink sanitation area with a 50-gallon hot water heater and waste water tank, a hand-washing 
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sink, an electric 12-foot awning to extend out in front of the sales window, air-conditioning, 
on-board radio, and multiple cabinets for storage. These features would allow us to serve 
BBQ and sides to up to 200 persons during a four-hour daily lunch window.  
 Per our agreement with FBC Raleigh, the mobile kitchen budget was a flexible 
$40,000.00. This meant should we need to exceed $40,000.00 for any necessary add-on’s 
we were free to do so but our goal was to stay close to budget. Ozzie totaled all of the 
standard and add-on features and the mobile kitchen cost came out to be $41,500.00 not 
including the stainless-steel Ole Hickory CTO commercial smoker--my BBQ business 
partner (Jim) and I decided to purchase the smoker separately from the mobile kitchen so 
that if the experimental partnership dissolved we would continue catering independent of 
the church. On June 4th, Ozzie sent the mobile kitchen invoice to FBC Raleigh and on June 
7th, the church sent a check for 50% of the cost of the mobile kitchen to SDG. On June 
17th, a contract was signed with SDG to begin building the mobile kitchen for the BBQ 
business-ministry partnership. The vision of a business-ministry partnership took a huge 
step closer to becoming reality.  
 
Preparing for Launch: Permits, Politics, and Congregational Pressures 
In on-going conversation with the FBC Raleigh church council, deciding on the 
potential business name was not an easy task. While the mechanics of the business contract 
were hammered out and agreed upon between two parties (two representatives each from 
the church and Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC) behind closed doors, the business-naming 
decision was a more collaborative process and it seemed everyone in the congregation had 
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an opinion about the name. The business name to receive the most criticism was, “Swine 
& Steeple BBQ.” While many congregants were excited that it called attention to southern 
pork BBQ and their historic downtown church, many others felt the word, “swine,” 
conjured images of the swine flu or pigsties. The second name to receive criticism was, 
“Pig and Pulpit BBQ.” The general sentiment from the congregation was that it sounded 
too “evangelical” or “preachy.” A third name to be quickly discarded was, “Pig and a 
Prayer,” which was deemed to sound like an “old-fashioned prayer meeting,” as one 
congregant put it.  
After weeks of collaboration between Smokin’ Story BBQ representatives and the 
church ministry staff, we agreed on a creative name that spoke to the church’s liturgical 
heritage and high worship-style, but also to the relational nature of our business-ministry 
concept. It was agreed by all parties that the name of the business would be: “And Also 
With ‘Cue,” which harkens back to the liturgical phrase, “Peace be with you. And also, 
with ‘you.”  The missional idea here is that when a customer buys a BBQ plate or sandwich, 
they are also giving a sandwich to a neighbor in need so that the BBQ is “also with you 
[the neighbor].”  
 With the naming decision finalized, the next challenge was to obtain the proper 
zoning and health department permits from the City of Raleigh. Smokin’ Story BBQ 
representatives knew this was going to be a lengthy and complex process for a few reasons: 
1) There was no precedent in the city for a mobile food unit or food truck to operate daily 
on a church property; 2) There no precedent in the city for a church to request a zoning 
permit to allow the operation of a for-profit business on its property; and, 3) The permitting 
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process is generally cumbersome and also political; 4) The restaurant industry in Raleigh 
lobbies local government officials to prevent food truck/mobile food units to obtain permits 
easily.153 The reason is that the restaurant industry is angry mobile units do not have the 
same costly regulations as brick-and-mortar restaurants. Food truck politics in North 
Carolina are complex but becoming less so as state government officials see job growth 
potential in the food truck/mobile food unit industry.  
Four permits were required for the business-ministry to begin operation: a property 
zoning permit, a mobile food unit zoning permit, a commissary permit (allowing Smokin’ 
Story BBQ to use the church kitchen daily for preparation of menu side dishes), and a 
health department sanitation permit. To our surprise, the easiest permit to obtain was the 
one the church was most concerned with: the property zoning permit from the City of 
Raleigh. The church received this permit in less than a business week. Through the 
permitting process we learned that the City of Raleigh had recently zoned all downtown 
privately-owned property as commercially zoned and therefore the church was already 
zoned to host a for-profit business. The mobile food unit, then, could legally operate on 
church owned property anytime except during the hours of 2:00 AM-6:00 AM.  
At the time of writing, the mobile food unit, commissary and health department 
permits are in process. The most difficult permit to obtain has been the commissary permit 
due to the fact that several local government departments have had to weigh in on whether 
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a church can operate as a commissary. A food truck/mobile food unit commissary must 
provide kitchen space including one empty refrigerator shelf, an external wastewater drain, 
and a clean water source to the business. The City of Raleigh utilities office has 
complicated the commissary permitting process due to their concern with the wastewater 
drain on the church property. Their primary concern is that the drain is meant for storm 
water but not food wastewater. The church, in turn, hired a plumbing engineer who was 
able to find a solution to the city’s concern for less than a thousand dollars; however, at the 
time of writing, we are waiting for the City of Raleigh utilities office to put in writing that 
the solution is permittable. Once the utilities office confirms the solution is satisfactory, 
the commissary permit should follow soon after. Regarding the remaining two permits, the 
health department has received and analyzed all specifications of our mobile food unit and 
has indicated they will issue the sanitation permits once the mobile food unit is delivered 
by the builder.  
 
Conclusion in Process: Launching the Business-Ministry Partnership 
The thesis’ purpose has been two-fold: to argue that for-profit business and 
ecclesiological practice are not mutually exclusive institutions but historical and 
theological partners in the free-exercise of creative, perhaps providential, economic 
endeavor; and also, to provide the narrative development of an actual business-ministry 
partnership for mainline Protestant churches to consider as they seek alternative revenue 
sources in the 21st century post-recession/post-Christian culture. As Harvard Business 
School professor John P. Kotter stated in his groundbreaking leadership book, Leading 
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Change, “…without sufficient leadership, change stalls, and excelling in a rapidly 
changing world becomes problematic.”154 What remains to be seen is whether a business-
ministry partnership, which is economically advantageous but missional by nature, can be 
sustained over time or if organizational anxiety ultimately determines its course?  
In the thesis’ introductory chapter, we’re reminded that “wicked problems” (such 
as sustaining revenue amidst historical mainline decline) produce new sets of problems and 
questions to be solved and addressed. To be sure, modern skepticism of the mainline 
western Protestant church towards capitalism means a functioning for-profit business and 
missional ministry relationship in the post-Christian age will yield further questions both 
theological and practical. For this reason, the proposed congregational covenant and 
business-ministry board or steering team will be vital leadership change agents in 
sustaining the partnership and in driving success of the business-ministry relationship. For 
the venture-experiment to succeed (theologically and monetarily) and the for-profit 
business-church ministry relationship to co-exist, the board or coordinating team must take 
responsibility for the venture by prioritizing servant leadership towards fulfilling the missio 
Dei of the local church and, secondly, through ethical and shrewd business practice seeking 
profit towards the ecclesial and social good. The reality of clergy responsibilities in the 
contemporary congregation means the board or coordinating committee must bear the 
weight of decision-making and leadership of the business-ministry relationship. While 
clergy may offer theological leadership in forming the business-ministry relationship or 
 




venture, it is the carefully guided gifts and assets of leadership and business acumen present 
within the congregation’s membership that will ultimately determine the success or failure 
of the business-ministry venture-experiment. 
As a brief word of closing, then, we shift to the realm of imagination; envisioning 
the lasting shape that an effective and successful for-profit and missional ministry might 
take. What would an effective business-church ministry model look like after a year, five 
years, or ten years into the future? Might business-ministry concepts lead to long-lasting 
forms of revenue in post-Christian North America—or, perhaps, even, alternative means 
of doing church in post-Christian North America? 
Given the abovementioned argument, we might imagine a business-church ministry 
model in which profit does not entirely supplant tithes and offerings but supplements the 
financial gifts and sacrifice of the laity in the missional work of local church ministry. In 
other words, the business does not replace the liturgy as the work of the people. While the 
business model of the Trappist communities suggests business revenue and profit entirely 
as a means to organizational thriving and maintenance, the business-church ministry 
relationship envisioned here is one in which the congregation-formed business contributes 
to but does not supplant the laity’s traditional role in enacting the missio Dei discerned in 
the local congregation. The business functions as one means but not the sole means to 
financial stability and missional action.  
In terms of budget percentages, each congregation might determine the allocation 
of profit towards their organizational budget. For example, a large-urban church such as 
First Baptist Church, Raleigh, North Carolina, with a historically steady financial base, 
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might target ten percent of the total budget (such as a large line item; perhaps missions) to 
benefit from the fruits of a for-profit business while a rural, family-based congregation, 
might intend for a congregationally-founded business to contribute 30-40 percent of the 
ministry’s total budget. The broader point here is the business-ministry partnership or 
relationship does not replace the work or sacrifice of the laity but it instead supports and 
complements local church ministry ministry efforts and financial needs. An ancillary point 
is that a business-ministry venture will assume a different shape and scope in each 
congregation. The for-profit model’s ability to scale with market needs and congregational 
assets means each venture will be supply-based (in terms of church assets available) and 
demand-oriented (in terms of local market niche needs). 
In imaginging a successful transformational leadership aimed business-ministry 
venture in the post-Christian age, let us consider a final hypothetical case-study: mainline 
downtown, urban Protestant congregation XYZ forms a week-day breakfast cafe using the 
following underused or unused assets: a commercially-rated church kitchen, a fellowship 
hall or gathering space with tables and chairs for 100 persons, clean restrooms, large senior 
adult membership with disposable time and income, earmarked financial gift of $5,000.00 
and two retired members with experience operating restaurants. The church decides to 
combine these assets to offer an affordable breakfast array in the heart of the city’s 
expensive downtown area, which is booming with recent college and profession school 
graduates. As a result of the urban sprawl, gentrification is happening among lower income 
areas to build new, attractive apartments and condominiums. The purpose of the church 
business-ministry venture then is three-fold: to serve as a church outreach ministry to 
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millennial-aged graduates in need of inexpensive meals and perhaps church homes, to 
support the church budget with an annual contribution of approximately $15-20,000.00 
from the business profits towards ministry endeavors, and to provide meals, clothes, jobs, 
and hygiene products to lower income persons displaced by the emerging problem of urban 
gentrification. 
In this scenario, transformational leadership takes place as the church proactively 
(and, one might say subversive to the contextual problem) serves and inspires the local 
community in addressing the problem of gentrification by forming a self-sustaining for-
profit café aimed at meeting the market need of an inexpensive breakfast meal and the 
contextual problem of displaced lower income persons. The for-profit business, as a 
missionally-aimed business, enacts the missio Dei for marginalized persons while 
producing income by satisfying a local market need. Further, Church XYZ might even 
grow its “membership” as young millennials embrace the new means of ministry and build 
meaningful relationships with church members engaged with the cafe. Church XYZ, 
therefore, creates a win-win-win scenario for young professionals, church finances and 
membership, and neighbors in need. Lastly, XYZ offers a replicable model to other 
churches in their region with similar financial needs in like socio-economic contexts.  
I propose therefore that success and effectiveness in the long-term might be 
determined in evaluating three categories or questions: 1) The extent to which the business-
ministry is self-sustaining (not relying on financial donations to stay afloat beyond the 
initial start-up phase). Or, to ask simply, what is the annual profit after expenses and does 
the business depend on the church budget or private donors to survive? 2) The business 
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contributes a pre-determined percentage of said profit to a local church budget or pre-
determined church need. Or, to say in question form, is the contribution of profit recurring, 
sufficient and fulfilling a missional purpose? 3) The business achieves specific missional-
ministry goals set forth by a steering committee or the business-ministry board of advisors. 
In other words, does the business operate in accordance with a church-business covenant 
(or, agreed upon Rule) or does it operate independently of church participation in the 
mission Dei? If the business fails to turn a profit (after a reasonable start-up phase), 
contribute to the church budget in the form of ministry potential, and/or fails to operate 
from a sense of missional purpose, the business would be deemed as ineffective and cause 
for re-evaluation. On the other hand, a business-ministry venture in which income exceeds 
expenses, contributes a meaningful profit to a local church need, and thrives as a missional 
endeavor in the everyday world would be deemed as effective, successful, and worthy of 
continued investment of church time and energy. With respect to the real world partnership 
between First Baptist Church of Raleigh, North Carolina and Smokin’ Story BBQ, LLC, 
the markers of success will include contributing a quarterly profit to the church to sustain 
their mission’s ministry, sharing bi-weekly meals to transient, homeless and lower income 
persons through identified community agencies, and to offer a replicable example for 
mainline Protestant churches desiring to lead effectively in the post-Christian urban south.  
My long-term hope for this project is to see mainline Protestant churches consider 
alternative revenue sources as institutional membership and finances dwindle and 
questions of form and function arise. I believe the thesis demonstrates a theologically-
sound and historically-based proposal to the contextual problem, which might assist 
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churches desiring to thrive in the 21st century. Still, knowing the reality of western post-
Christian trends, the even more critical theological question for mainline, western 
Protestant churches might actually be: What does it mean to do church in today’s world? 
The thesis has tried to suggest that being the Church in capitalist, secular North America 
means actively leading within an economic culture rather than merely critiquing it—or, to 
do faith in a way that enacts transformational leadership within a system that has 
historically marginalized social groups, celebrated selfishness, and eschewed belonging 
and concern for neighbor.  
In so much as proclaiming and living out the unfolding missio Dei is the primary 
theological responsibility of the church in the 21st century, the charge of Christ must also 
include living gospel (missional) truth to systemic power in all divisive systems—
particularly in local economies. We close, therefore, with the prophetic and missional 
words of Brother Malachias of Lilbosch Abbey regarding spirituality and purpose in the 
secular marketplace:  
“What is wrong in our opinion is to make a division or to separate these two worlds 
[business and ministry]—your company making money with closed eyes and closed 
consciousness and then you pray for generosity for the people. It should be 
interlocked. Unity is of utmost importance…business and prayer should be 
interconnected…. You [must] work in a constant awareness of God’s presence.”155  
 
155 Brother Malachias (Trappist Monk at Lilbosch Abbey, Echt, Netherlands) in 
conversation with the author, May 2019. 
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With respect to western, mainline Protestant church business-ministry experiments towards 
enacting the missio Dei, may the work of the Church be visibly inseparable from its 
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